REMEMBERING THE UNDERGROUND RAILROAD
BOB RAE’S REVIEW
SAVING THE WORLD’S OCEANS
HOLLYWOOD LOVES U OF T
THE HIDDEN MEANING IN BONES

WHY GOOD PEOPLE DO BAD THINGS
Are we living in an unethical era?
Prices quoted are in Canadian dollars, per person and based on double occupancy. Dates and prices are subject to change. Individual tour brochures are available approximately 4 - 6 months prior to departure. To request a brochure, please call 416-978-2367 or 1-800-463-6048 or e-mail daphne.tao@utoronto.ca or visit us at www.alumnitravel.utoronto.ca or mail this coupon to: University of Toronto Alumni Travel, 21 King’s College Circle, Toronto, ON M5S 3J3

Name: ____________________________________________________________ Grad Year: ______________
City: ______________________________ Province: ______________ Postal Code: _______________
Tel: _______________________________ E-mail: ________________________________________________
Alumni ID number (printed on mailing address of U of T Magazine) ____________________________________

Please send me additional information about individual trips: Yes ☐ No ☐

Please check off the trips for which you would like to receive information:

**Great Journeys**
- January 24 - February 7 Expedition to Antarctica from $5855 + air
- February 12 - 20 Amazon River Journey (Peru) from $4950 + air
- February 23 - March 3 Baja & Sea of Cortez (Mexico) from $3205 + air
- February 24 - March 6 Legends of the Nile (Egypt) from $5745
- February 27 - March 16 Southeast Asia (Vietnam, Cambodia & Thailand) $6990
- March 20 - April 7 The Last Shangri-La (Yunnan & Bhutan) $7690
- March 21 - April 3 Treasures of South America (Chile & Argentina) $7520 from Miami
- April 15 - 23 Alumni College Aboard - Holland & Belgium from $3685
- May 22 - 30 Alumni College in Chianti (Italy) $3895
- June 7 - 15 Village Life - Dalmatian Coast (Italy & Croatia) from $4290 + air
- June 9 - 23 Blue Danube (Romania to Germany) from $5995
- June 12 - 24 Norwegian Fjords & Baltic Sea from $6430 + air
- June 17 - 25 Alumni College Aboard - Waterways of France from $4495
- June 26 - July 4 Alumni College in Yorkshire (England) $4195
- August 11 - 24 Journey of the Czars (Russia) from $2150 + air
- September 5 - 13 Alumni College in Normandy (France) $3995

**Great Cities**
- April 15 - 23 Vienna (Austria) $3400
- October 7 - 15 Rome (Italy) $3400

**Great Adventure**
- October 29 - November 12 Thailand Adventure $4590
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Finding profit in virtuous behaviour

Big business has taken a lot of heat recently. A wave of scandals in the U.S. and Canada has generated a loud cry for reforms and some soul-searching among business leaders. Most executives want their organizations to be known as good corporate citizens and to deliver rising profits for shareholders, but many have not found innovative ways to do both.

As one would expect, U of T’s Joseph L. Rotman School of Management requires MBA students to take a course in business ethics. But the point is not to try to teach the difference between right and wrong, says Dean Roger Martin; it’s assumed that students already know this. The school does try to get students to think carefully about their values and how they influence their decisions. The vast majority of business people want to do the right thing, Martin adds, but in many cases the “right thing” (or the most socially responsible thing) is not always apparent, or comes with a variety of unpleasant side-effects, such as a decline in profit (see “The CEO’s Dilemma,” on page 21). Through the new AIC Institute for Corporate Citizenship, the Rotman School will encourage executives to think creatively and long-term about how to generate benefits for their company by becoming better corporate citizens.

Some businesses have turned virtuous behaviour into a successful marketing tool. American Apparel, for example, a clothing company started by Montreal native Dov Charney, manufactures all of its T-shirts in downtown Los Angeles and boasts a “sweatshop free” working environment. The Body Shop does not use animal testing, and pursues a number of environmentally sound business practices, which are all described on the company’s Web site. Even though these firms no doubt incur higher costs, they also reap benefits from consumer goodwill. Martin would say these companies are operating on the “virtue frontier,” far out in front of most others in their industry. They are the “social innovators,” similar to the way companies such as Microsoft, Intel and Sony are technological innovators.

What does it take for a company to be a social innovator? Most important, says Martin, is an owner or senior executive with vision who can convince the company’s stakeholders of the benefits of progressive corporate policies.

“Opportunities abound to devise programs and processes that benefit society as they enrich shareholders,” he says. “What seems lacking is imagination on the part of executives.”

A few years ago, the U.S. magazine *BusinessWeek* asked people which of the following two propositions they support more strongly: that “corporations should have only one purpose – to make the most profit for their shareholders.” Or, that “corporations should have more than one purpose. They also owe something to their workers and the communities in which they operate, and they should sometimes sacrifice some profit for the sake of making things better for their workers and communities.”

All but five per cent of respondents chose the second proposition.

Which suggests that senior executives could generate plenty of good will and higher earnings by more aggressively seeking out the “right thing.”

Scott Anderson
In Search of Excellence
At Home and Abroad

ONTARIO U?
Would a province-wide university work? I noted that President Birgeneau left U of T for the University of California at Berkeley, and recalled that there is not a University of Ontario. In the autumn issue of the magazine there are several references to the review of Ontario’s public universities being conducted by former Ontario premier Bob Rae. I wonder if anyone has looked at the concept of a University of Ontario to see if amalgamating many universities would reduce costs and increase opportunities. This would enable specific campuses to develop centres of excellence in a few areas, rather than trying to compete in almost every subject. Broadband computer networks could be used to disseminate courseware from these centres to students at other campuses.

Admittedly, there are potential drawbacks to a University of Ontario approach.

Peter Macnaughton
(BASc 1966, MASc 1967)
Nepean, Ont.

BIRGENEAU’S CONUNDRUM
The excerpt you chose to highlight from “The Birgeneau Years” (Autumn 2004) undermines the article’s main point, expressed in the headline, that for former U of T president Robert Birgeneau, “excellence and equity went hand in hand.”

The excerpt states: “Birgeneau argued that financial aid should be steered to those who need it most rather than those with the highest marks.” That means equity trumps excellence. But if the financial aid were to go to those with the highest marks, then excellence would trump equity.

So how can excellence and equity ever go “hand in hand”?

Leo Zakuta
Professor Emeritus, Sociology
Toronto

HAPPY READING
How I enjoyed the article on mountain bikers (“Happy Trails,” Autumn 2004)! As an avid biker myself, I thought the writer, Chris Nuttall-Smith, did a great job conveying the thrill of the sport.

Kim Konarzycki
(Dip T Ed 1994 OISE)
Georgetown, Ont.

LINKS OVERSEAS
I’m a U of T grad living in Italy, and have been receiving U of T Magazine overseas for 18 years. I always find the articles interesting and rewarding.

In the editor’s note in the autumn issue, Scott Anderson asked readers to suggest topics for the magazine. I’d like to read about foreign universities that have close ties with U of T. Italy, for example, has more than 80 universities, and I’m trying to find one that recognizes a U of T degree. It has been very frustrating to discover that most Italian universities—and the Italian Consulate—do not understand the value of a U of T degree, but rather want proof of graduation from high school and middle school.

Angela Bressan
(BA 1986 Woodsworth)
Perdenone, Italy

PUZZLE POWER
I teach a Grade 7/8 special-education communications class. Recently I gave them the “Thinking Outside the Box” puzzle, which appeared in the autumn issue. Solving it was a wonderful confidence-booster for my students, who are learning disabled and often struggle with math and problem solving. For an entire period they were completely absorbed in the search for a solution, and were thrilled when they found one (although some did need hints). They were eager to share the puzzle with friends and staff members at school, and have even challenged our principal to solve it with three lines!

Vicky Kennedy
(BA 1990 New College)
Scarborough, Ont.

Letters may be edited to fit available space and should be addressed to University of Toronto Magazine, 21 King’s College Circle, Toronto, MSS 3J3. Readers may also send correspondence by e-mail to uoft.magazine@utoronto.ca or fax to (416) 978-3958.
The title of the University of Toronto submission to the Rae review is *The Choice for a Generation*. This title reflects our strong view that the present course of provincial policy regarding postsecondary education shortchanges an entire new generation, and jeopardizes the future that depends on its leadership. With increasing university participation rates have come some dramatic changes in the makeup of the student population. Compared to those of a generation ago, today’s university students include proportionately many more women, and students from new Canadian families. Indeed, this is the most dramatic change I have seen in my return to the university. And while aboriginal people and students from lower-income families remain under-represented in the university student population, participation rates in these groups are increasing faster than the average. These new students deserve the fullest opportunity to participate in society and to succeed.

To meet the needs of this new generation, and of society as a whole, Ontario requires public universities that are among the best in the world. We should be able to offer students a range of programs at undergraduate, professional and graduate levels that rank with the best of their type internationally – including opportunities that only a major teaching and research university can offer. To create that range of options, universities need a strong base of public funding, as well as the flexibility and latitude to work with and build upon that base. To access that range of options, students need to see clear pathways through the system and to be assured of the resources they need to pursue their chosen course.

Where are we now with respect to this goal? Readers of this magazine may be surprised to be reading of a crisis in postsecondary education in Ontario. After all, as a university we have celebrated many successes in recent years – in the accomplishments of our faculty, the success of our graduates and our expansion to accommodate the surge resulting from the recent “double cohort” of high school graduates in Ontario. New construction for research facilities and for teaching facilities related to enrolment expansion has produced a buzz of activity on each of our campuses. And the generosity of our donors has made it possible for us to complete a record-breaking billion-dollar campaign a year ahead of schedule.

Yet beneath all these successes, the operating base that sustains us has been steadily eroding, and has not kept pace with growing enrolments. Public funding per student for postsecondary education in Ontario is the lowest of any province in Canada. U of T’s operating grant per student in 2003-04, adjusted for inflation, was about two-thirds of what it was in 1992-93. Our endowment has been very important in ensuring accessibility (about one-half of the endowment is dedicated to financial support for students) and in enhancing our programs. But on a per-student basis it amounts to about one-quarter of that of the University of Michigan, for example, and it
contributes less than five per cent to our operating budget. And while our new facilities have created important new landmarks on each of our campuses, we have struggled to maintain our historic buildings (73 of the 176 buildings on our St. George campus are historically designated). We need more than $300 million just to clear the backlog of deferred maintenance.

Ontario’s lag behind peer jurisdictions in graduate education is particularly startling. Per capita, compared to peer American states, Ontario has less than half the master’s degree holders and only about three-quarters the number of PhD holders. If we are to participate fully in the global environment, not only should this gap be closed, but Ontario’s research-intensive universities should also be international destinations for graduate work at the highest level. The need for graduate research and education is so vital that U of T has stretched its resources to admit graduate students well beyond the capped levels currently supported by the province. As our submission states, “A sense of upward momentum simply cannot be sustained as long as the underlying trajectory is downward. We are now at the tipping point.”

Our message is clear: We need a new compact among the government, universities and citizens of Ontario for postsecondary education – a compact that is student-centred and institution-based. Students need access to postsecondary education in Ontario at international standards of high quality. Our society needs the broader contributions to the public good – to economic prosperity, cultural wealth and community vitality – that only thriving universities can make. Universities can meet these needs, with the necessary support and scope for realizing their distinctive missions.

Our submission highlights eight elements of a new compact. Briefly stated, they are:

- Public funding at least at the level of the average for the other Canadian provinces as a necessary first step toward the level of resources necessary to provide access to education at an international standard of high quality.
- A greatly reformed and enhanced framework of student financial assistance.
- Stable multi-year funding and accountability agreements between universities and the provincial government, based on mutually agreed-upon measures of accessibility, student success, research performance, unique resources, etc.
- Institutional self-regulation of tuition fees within a framework that holds institutions accountable for ensuring accessibility.
- Leverage and flexibility for universities beyond the base of the public operating grant – for example, through provincial matching programs for federal support, and incentives to encourage donor support for financial aid and other important priorities.
- Research support that builds upon the momentum established by federal and provincial programs in recent years.
- The public funding necessary to expand graduate education, concentrated in well-recognized centres of research excellence.
- A revised college-university credit transfer mechanism, to be developed by a working group of university and college representatives, to provide clearer opportunities for students.

A COMPACT IMPLIES MUTUAL RESPONSIBILITIES, AND THE University of Toronto is prepared – indeed eager – to do its part. We believe that this university has a leadership role to play in this regard. With our mission rooted in our historical designation as “the provincial university,” our current stature and potential among the leading research and teaching universities of the world, and our position as a key portal of access to education at a major university in one of the world’s most cosmopolitan population centres, we are both the flagship and the bellwether of Ontario and indeed the country.

We have led in the development of a guarantee of student aid such that no student offered admission to U of T is unable to enter or to complete his or her program for lack of financial means, and in the development of a framework of annual reporting to our governing council and to the public on key measures of our performance. We look forward to working with the Honourable Bob Rae and his advisors, our colleagues in the Ontario postsecondary system, the government of Ontario and our other partners throughout the public and private sectors to seize this moment for the benefit of our current and future students and for the people of Ontario and Canada.

I urge you to lend your own voice to advocacy in this important cause, in the period leading up to Bob Rae’s final report in January and afterward as the Ontario government prepares its response through the 2005 provincial budget. You can find the U of T submission and other information on our Web site at www.raereview.utoronto.ca, and can follow the progress of the Rae Review at its Web site, www.raereview.on.ca. Also, please consider contacting your MPP or writing a letter to your local newspaper expressing your support for postsecondary education and for the University of Toronto.

It is a privilege for me to be leading the university at this most important time. I have great hopes for, and great confidence in its future. Please join me in working toward that future, for the good of generations to come.

Sincerely,

FRANK IACOBUCCI
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If you suffer from anxiety, here is one less reason to toss and turn at night: while depression has a tremendous impact on a person's sense of satisfaction with life, anxiety does not, according to psychology professor Ulrich Schimmack of the University of Toronto at Mississauga.

Past research has shown that extraversion and neuroticism are the personality traits most likely to influence a person's life satisfaction. Schimmack built on this research by examining specific aspects of those traits: in the case of neuroticism, anger, anxiety and depression, and in the case of extraversion, a disposition to be dominant, active, sociable and cheerful.

"On the negative side, wouldn't you have thought that depressed is bad, but depressed and anxious is worse?" asks Schimmack. "Actually, all that matters is how depressed you are. Anxiety doesn't seem to influence your level of life satisfaction."

People who are depressed are more likely than others to be anxious as well, but anxiety is a short-term response to a stress or threat and when it is resolved it doesn't enter our assessment of happiness, according to Schimmack's article, published in Personality and Social Psychology Bulletin.

The strong influence of depression shows that a lack of meaning is more detrimental to life satisfaction than stress and worries, he says. In addition, being the life of the party or the most successful person in the room doesn't guarantee happiness, he says – far more important is a disposition to be cheerful.

Exam Shy

Lack of information, modesty and a false sense of security may prevent women from immigrant backgrounds from having regular clinical breast examinations, according to a study by the University of Toronto and the University Health Network (UHN).

The study, published in the Journal of Immigrant Health, showed that although 83 per cent of the South Asian immigrant women surveyed had heard of a clinical breast examination, only 39 per cent had ever had the test. "Early detection of breast cancer increases the chance of survival, so having regular clinical breast examinations is important. Because South Asian women are at low risk from breast cancer in their native countries, they don't realize that the risk changes once they are living in North America," says Farah Ahmad, a PhD candidate in medicine at U of T. Ahmad co-wrote the study with Dr. Donna Stewart, a University Professor in psychiatry and obstetrics/gynecology at U of T and chair of the Women's Health Program at UHN.

The study focused on Urdu- and Hindi-speaking women residing in urban areas. Researchers also found that fewer than half the women in the study knew that mammograms are covered by Canadian health insurance, and those who had lived in Canada longer were more likely to have had the exam.
Hope for Diabetics

University of Toronto researchers have discovered potential stem cells in the pancreas – a finding that offers hope to the millions of diabetics worldwide who take insulin injections.

The researchers identified cells in the adult mouse pancreas capable of generating insulin-producing “beta cells.” “People have been intensely searching for pancreatic stem cells for a while now, and so our discovery of precursor cells within the adult pancreas that are capable of making new pancreatic cells is very exciting,” says Simon Smukler, a PhD candidate in U of T’s department of medical genetics and microbiology, who conducted the study along with U of T MD/PhD candidate Raewyn Seaberg and their supervisor, Professor Derek van der Kooy. The scientists are now hoping to extend their research to prove that these beta cells are truly stem cells.

A finding Smukler considers equally exciting is their discovery that these pancreatic cells generated both neurons – cells associated with the workings of the brain and the nervous system – and beta cells. “The existing dogma states that fairly early in development, there is a distinction made between a group of cells destined to make the brain and another group destined to make the pancreas,” he says. “The idea that a single cell within the pancreas could make both beta cells and neurons is intriguing.”

Waste Not, Want Not

It may have a sullied reputation, but wastewater may soon prove to be a valuable energy source. A U of T study indicates that the energy stored in Toronto’s municipal wastewater could be harnessed to run treatment facilities and contribute to the city grid.

The study, published in the August issue of the Journal of Energy Engineering, measured the energy content of the raw municipal wastewater in the Ashbridges Bay, North Toronto, Highland Creek and Humber plants. The research revealed that the wastewater contained enough organic material to potentially produce 113 megawatts of electricity.

“With a 20 per cent recovery of that potential energy into electricity, the wastewater treatment plants could produce enough electricity for their own operation,” says civil engineering professor David Bagley, who conducted the research with lead author and PhD candidate Ioannis Shizas. “Any recovery of potential energy above that can be returned to the grid.”

Bagley and Shizas used bomb calorimetry, a technique that measures the heat content of materials, to determine the amount of energy stored in wastewater’s organic matter.

“We’re moving toward a future where we see our wastewaters and other wastes as resources,” says Bagley. “If electricity costs go up, like they have in places such as California, this could be a cost-effective and renewable energy source.”

Channelling Nerve Cells

U of T researchers have designed a method of assisting nerve cell repair that could ultimately lead to treating severed spinal cords.

The technique involves imbedding a series of fibrous rods into a gel substance and then dissolving the rods, leaving a series of longitudinal channels. These channels are then modified with peptides, molecules that stimulate cell adhesion and migration. “When nerve cells are placed at the opening of the channel, the peptides act like breadcrumbs to follow,” says Molly Shoichet, lead author and professor of chemical engineering and applied chemistry at U of T’s Institute for Biomaterials and Biomedical Engineering.

The procedure is part of an overall strategy to repair spinal cord injuries where the spine is severed, according to Shoichet. The research has yet to be tested in animal models or humans.
Let’s Do the Time Warp

Celine Dion may be crooning in Las Vegas casinos, and Avril Lavigne in sold-out stadiums, but one place their songs are rarely heard is in music classrooms. Instead, instructors usually insist on more traditional music – and teaching methods from the 1950s, says U of T music professor Lee Bartel.

In Questioning the Music Education Paradigm, Bartel and other music academics examine how music is taught in elementary and high schools. “We should be more progressive,” says Bartel. “The models typically being used in music now were common in schools 50 years ago, but they don’t fit the current creative environment, especially since most other aspects of schooling have moved on to much more socially oriented, collaborative learning systems.”

Bartel points out that most music classes still favour the rehearsal model of education with big ensembles, which include choirs, orchestras and band music, and which children rarely listen to outside of school. “Why aren’t we doing more guitar programs, which are more culturally appropriate for many students and appeal to a greater number of kids than the big brass Sousa marches?” Bartel asks. “As well, we have to put the ‘play’ back into playing music. We create musically intolerant classrooms and teach music that is not real, meaningful or relevant to many children. In today's classrooms of cultural diversity, we need to change both what we teach and how we teach.”

Prejudice in the Penitentiary

Aboriginal women are classified as higher security risks more often than other female prisoners by Correctional Service Canada (CSC) – yet they commit fewer infractions while incarcerated. “The rating system used by CSC produces a systemic bias against aboriginal women prisoners,” says Anthony Doob, a criminologist at U of T and co-author of a paper published in the Canadian Journal of Criminology and Criminal Justice. “Because of their higher classification, their lives, while in prison, are disadvantaged. Various privileges are not available to them and they are more likely to serve a greater portion of their sentence.”

CSC uses the rating scale to assess the level of supervision required for inmates in federal penitentiaries by designating them as minimum, medium or maximum security risks. U of T researchers examined the validity of the scale, which was used to classify 68 aboriginal women and 266 other female prisoners in 2003. They found that 60 per cent of aboriginal women were deemed medium security risks compared to 42 per cent of non-aboriginal women. However, out of this group, 31 per cent of aboriginal women had committed infractions, compared to 53 per cent of other female inmates. “The goal is to classify women according to the risk they pose in the institution or outside if they were to escape,” says Doob, who conducted the research with lead author Cheryl Webster, who was a postdoctoral fellow at U of T at the time. “What Correctional Service Canada does not seem to have is a classification system that works well for women in general and for aboriginal women in particular.”
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We stand on the shoulders of those who came before us

After coming to Canada from Burundi in 2001, Natacha Nsabimana learned English, found a social network and a place to stay, and discovered her place at U of T. Having completed the Transitional Year Programme, she is entering her first year at U of T as a full-time arts student.

Thanks to the generosity of Annual Fund donors like Dr. David Ouchterlony (BPHE 1962, MD 1966), she has the resources she needs to pursue her dreams.

YOUR ANNUAL FUND DONATIONS MAKE A DIFFERENCE.

E-mail annual.fund@utoronto.ca
www.giving.utoronto.ca
Tel: 416-978-2173  1-800-463-6048
Fax: 416-978-3978
Year of the Dragon

Think navigating rush hour is tough? Try steering a boat with 21 other paddlers on a crowded waterway. It takes months of gruelling practice, but for the crew of the University College dragon boat team, it’s all part of the fun – and glory.

In 2004, UC’s Water Dragons picked up all three Ontario university championships and in October travelled to Tianjin, China, to race against 18 other college teams from around the world. The first – and only – Canadian team to compete in the annual races, the Water Dragons placed fifth in the 500-metre race and sixth in the two-kilometre event.

More than just the culmination of a blockbuster season, the students’ trip to China was a pilgrimage of sorts. Dragon boating originated there almost 2,000 years ago as a ritual to ward off evil spirits. Now more than 50 million people participate in the sport worldwide, and it’s becoming increasingly popular at the St. George campus, where there are now at least six college teams.

The UC Water Dragons formed in 1999, and this year about 80 students attended tryouts. Veteran team members say they like the camaraderie. “It becomes almost like a second family,” says Wilson Hong, the team captain and a student in U of T’s radiation science program. “You have to trust people when you’re in the boat, so you trust them off the boat, too.”

– Julie Traves
Making Literary Noise

Most English students study great writing. Those enrolled in a new writing degree program at U of T will try to create it, too.

This fall, the English department launched an MA in creative writing, and selected faculty member and award-winning non-fiction author Rosemary Sullivan to head up the program. “There’s been a long-term demand for a creative component to our graduate work,” says Sullivan. Case in point: this year drew 70 applicants for just seven slots.

The two-year program will mix coursework (to provide students with an understanding of literary tradition) and workshops (to enable them to hone their literary craft). Students will be matched for one-on-one mentorships with such writers as poet A. F. Moritz, and novelists Lynn Crosbie (PhD 1996), Margaret Atwood (BA 1961 VIC, DLitt Hon. 1983, DLitt Sac Hon. 1987) and David Adams Richards.

The budding writers will also receive an introduction to the book industry, meet with agents and editors, and attend events such as the International Festival of Authors. The exposure is invaluable, says student Debra Veira (BA 2004 UTSC). “U of T is giving us the opportunity to be seen.”

Most of the students who enrolled in the program this year hope to sign a publishing deal, but instructor and poet George Elliott Clarke says his main wish is for students to create “ideas to change the literary scene, to make noise, to start fires based on what they have learned here.”

Jonathan Garfinkel has already enjoyed some success with a play and a book of poetry, but joined the program to learn about other literary forms and techniques. “I hope to improve my chops as a literary writer,” he says. Who knows? One day Garfinkel or his fellow students could end up on the curriculum themselves.

– Julie Traves

Honouring the Black Community

A student’s essay has led to the creation of an annual awards dinner for U of T’s black alumni and the inauguration of what is believed to be the first black alumni association in Canada.

Last spring, then-student Shawn Knights (BA 2004 UTM) wrote a paper tracing the history of blacks at U of T. He was astonished to discover that African-Canadians have been attending the university since the 19th century. Knights shared his discovery with the Black Students’ Association and together they established the Black Alumni Association.

The students compiled a list of graduates that includes government ministers, civil rights activists, lawyers, doctors and academics. “I was inspired by all these great individuals,” says Knights. “But it would have been helpful to me had I known about them when I was at U of T.”

The new alumni association, which aims to develop a network of mentors and establish scholarships for U of T students, was officially launched in October as part of Homecoming celebrations with a gala awards dinner at Hart House. Among the 11 honoured guests were Mary Anne Chambers (BA 1988 UTSC), Ontario’s Minister of Training, Colleges and Universities; Subliminal (BArch 2002), a hip-hop artist; and U of T professors Keren Brathwaite (MEd 1986) and George Dei (PhD 1986).

Eighty-one-year-old Leonard Braithwaite (BComm 1950), Ontario’s first black MPP, received a lifetime achievement award. In 1964, Braithwaite’s criticism prompted the provincial government to repeal a 114-year-old law that allowed for segregation of black children in Ontario schools. A member of the Order of Canada, Braithwaite has received many awards throughout his career, but says this one is special. “I’ve never received an award from my own university. I’m very proud and humbled.”

For more information on the Black Alumni Association, call Shawn Knights at 647-298-9302, visit utbsa.sa.utoronto.ca or e-mail bsa_uoft@hotmail.com.

– Margaret Webb
Greener Roofs

Of T’s family-housing residents unveiled a thriving city garden earlier this fall on what was once a cement terrace at 30 Charles St. W. in downtown Toronto.

The “green roof” project turned the residence’s 10,000-square-foot rooftop into an oasis of drought-tolerant grasses, native wildflowers, flowering perennials, shrubs and trees. A total of 2,000 tenants, including 500 children, have access to the green space.

“This is an initiative that the university and the community can model,” says Professor David Farrar, U of T’s vice-provost (students). “The green roof garden will not only provide environmental benefits but will also contribute to community development.”

In addition to providing esthetic and functional value, the green roof will help keep the city cooler in summer and improve air quality. Paved surfaces trap and emanate heat, which contributes to smog formation (a major cause of respiratory problems). Green spaces remain at a more consistent air temperature and the vapour from plants cools the air, reducing the demand for air conditioning.

The $300,000 project was funded by the University of Toronto, Environment Canada (through Eco-Action), the City of Toronto Atmospheric Fund and TD Financial Group Friends of the Environment Foundation.

– Karen Kelly

Ontario placed first among medical-doctoral universities in the Maclean’s university rankings for the 11th year in a row, but interim president Frank Iacobucci says funding will have to increase if U of T and other Ontario universities are to continue to do well. “The quality that U of T has maintained, despite the current level of provincial support, is testament to the levels of dedication and talent within our university community,” says Iacobucci. “Imagine what U of T and other Ontario schools could achieve if we were funded at the national average or beyond.”

Ontario currently sits 10th among the provinces in terms of per-capita support for higher education; U of T will be recommending in its submission to the Rae review of Ontario’s post-secondary education system that the province’s support increase to at least the national average.

“The number-one ranking again this year is especially encouraging given the challenges U of T and all Ontario universities faced last year with the enrolment surge from the double cohort,” Iacobucci adds. “This continued positive showing reflects the fact that U of T was well-prepared for that surge and was able to build on the high-quality educational experience that this university is known for.”

The 15 medical-doctoral universities in Canada were compared along 24 indices based on their responses to standardized questionnaires covering the areas of student body, classes, faculty, finances, library and reputation. U of T took the top position in student retention, proportion of students who graduate, medical and science grants, operating budget, alumni support and total library holdings and expenses.

Another survey suggests that U of T has an enviable reputation among the scientific community. The Nov. 8 issue of The Scientist ranked U of T first on a list of best places to work in academia outside the United States, compiled after the magazine surveyed scientists in the U.S., Canada and Europe. U of T is one of five Canadian universities to make the top 10, an achievement Iacobucci ascribes to federal and provincial research programs such as the Canada Foundation for Innovation and Canada Research Chairs.

– Jessica Whiteside
The University of Toronto at Scarborough celebrated its 40th anniversary this fall with the official opening of two new facilities: the UTSC Student Centre and the Management Building. Students can now stop on their way to class at the Health and Wellness Centre, tickle the ivories at a piano lounge or make use of a multifaith prayer space—all are housed inside the $14-million Student Centre. The $16-million Management Building, new home of UTSC’s bachelor of business administration program, features a soaring glass atrium, a resource room for co-op students, and specially designed case rooms and interview rooms.

The University of Toronto at Mississauga signalled its own expansion plans with the official groundbreaking, in early November, for the Hazel McCallion Academic Learning Centre. The $34-million library, named in honour of Mississauga’s long-serving mayor, is slated to open in 2006. UTM also held a “wall-breaking” ceremony to launch the construction of the campus’s new Recreation, Athletics and Wellness Centre.

At the downtown campus, the greenhouses formerly located at the corner of Queen’s Park and College Street found a new home in October next to the Allan Gardens Conservatory. The greenhouses were carefully reassembled several blocks to the east to make way for the Leslie L. Dan Pharmacy Building.

The School of Continuing Studies returned to its newly renovated home on St. George Street this fall, putting an end to what director Mary Cone Barrie called the SCS student’s “purely nomadic” existence. Administration, students and instructors will enjoy the use of a new common room, a café, study area and meetings rooms.

— Staff
Nothing is **sweeter** than having **choice**, especially when arranging a **mortgage**.

You deserve to know the best options available when financing your home. That’s why when you choose to work with HLC Home Loans Canada, you are working with the very best.

HLC has direct access to more than half of all mortgage lenders available in Canada - Ensuring you are getting the mortgage you need, so you can own the home you want.

As Canada’s leading mortgage brokerage company, HLC’s team of licensed professionals will assess your needs and provide you with the best options available.

Choice is good. Let Home Loans Canada help you choose wisely.
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You are inside a mind. Take a minute to get accustomed to the light; it's a bit dim. Now, what's the reason you're here? You've come because you're appalled, and a little curious. Over the last several years you've been inundated with news of scandals, one after another: Enron, WorldCom, Modern Manners, AIG, Citigroup, Westinghouse, to name a few. These companies or individuals have created images that we come to associate with unethical behavior. And yet, we wonder why these things happen, why they continue to occur, even in the face of apparent evidence to the contrary. Why do these things happen, and what does it mean for those of us who have to live with them? Are we living in an unethical era?
are dark; the stories are disturbing narratives of misconduct, greed and corruption, of fortunes stolen and lives ruined. And though, together, they tell you something must be terribly wrong, with our society, or with ourselves, they don’t tell you what. They don’t tell you why this is happening. Why Enron officials would overstate their company’s profit by more than half a billion dollars (US). Why American soldiers would abuse their captives in an Iraqi prison. Why WorldCom executives would inflate company profits by more than $11 billion (US), or why Conrad Black would allegedly spend $24,950 of Hollinger’s money on summer drinks.

So you’ve come here. Every one of these scandals involves at least one mind, or several, making an unprincipled decision. While ethical debate often centres on the question of “what is right?” that’s not the issue in these cases. As one of the experts you’ll hear from says, “The problem isn’t the lack of understanding of what one ought to do, it’s just the failure to do it.” This mind you’re in stands on the edge of its own ethical chasm, and it’s about to make a terrible decision. Our job is to find out why.

Now, let’s understand the nature of our environment. A mind is not merely a brain. A mind is an intellect, shaped by influences. There are also emotions here, and history. The pressures of culture take up a great deal of space. And though some minds are beset by illnesses or chemical torsions that might make unethical choices more likely, this isn’t one of them. This is an ordinary mind, very much like your own.

Some of the influences on this mind are more powerful than others. Some merely provide context, a more fertile soil in which unethical motives can thrive. We’re going to concentrate our tour on the factors that are pushing this ordinary mind toward a choice it will ultimately regret, when it has a chance to think clearly. Say, in jail.

Our first stop – a large, amorphous area – is human history. This is the context I mentioned, the loam in which the mind has grown. If you were wondering whether this era we live in is the most scandal-plagued ever, look around. It’s here that we’re reminded of the wave of corruption that roared through the United States in the 1920s, and resulted in the Securities Act of 1933 and the Securities Exchange Act of 1934; the Windfall Oil and Mines scandal of the early 1960s, which led to an overhaul of Ontario securities laws; the Salad Oil scandal of 1963 (“one of the biggest swindles in history,” according to The Wall Street Journal at the time); the Wall Street shenanigans of Michael Milken and Ivan Boesky in the late 1980s; the Bre-X scandal. It’s quite a list. And let’s not forget one of the largest financial scandals in modern history – the famous South Sea Bubble – which involved not just the South Sea Company from which it gets its name, but also the government of England, almost 300 years ago.

History doesn’t tell us why this mind we’re in is going to slip its moral moorings. It merely puts to rest the notion that ethical weakness is somehow a modern phenomenon. It reminds us that our mistakes come in waves, and that to err is, sadly, inevitable.

But even if we accept that corruption has its historic place in the world, we still reject cheating as wicked. And we celebrate the example of those individuals who refuse to be lured into the unscrupulous woods. In The Naked Corporation, a recent book by Don Tapscott and David Ticoll, the authors point to BMO Financial Group CEO Tony Comper (BA 1966 St. Mike’s) as one businessman who keeps to the narrow path. “When information comes to light that might embarrass the bank,” they write, “his staff reports they’ve never heard him ask ‘How do we get out of this mess?’ Rather he poses the question ‘What’s the right thing to do here?’ This is now part of the bank’s folklore; a culture of doing the right thing has developed.”

Experts who study the ethical makeup of societies always mark off a portion of the pop-
in ethical issues, the understanding that only a
university who can be counted on to do no wrong.
According to Professor Leonard Brooks of the
Joseph L. Rotman School of Management, the
forensic accountant’s rule of thumb holds that
“20 per cent of people in general will not steal
anything, even if they have a chance.” Those are
the people we want to marry our children and
handle our accounts, the ones who snarl at
temptation. However, we pretty quickly run
out of the Tony Comper’s of the world and we’re
left with the fallible remainder. And this is
where we start to get into trouble.

Thomas Hurka, who holds the Henry N.R.
Jackman Distinguished Chair in Philosophical
Studies at the University of Toronto, says, “Most
people have multiple reasons for acting in
accordance with moral principles. It’s complex, and
the complex can unravel.” According to Hurka,
when the mind that might decide to cheat chooses
not to, there are two essential factors at work.
The first is self-interest – a fear of punishment.
“People decide not to cheat in business,” says
Hurka, “because they think they won’t get away
with it.” As rationales go, it might not inspire
heroic string music, but it’s effective.

The second reason is subtler. “There are a lot
of people who will act rightly, even at some cost
to themselves,” says Hurka, “so long as they
believe that other people are doing it, too.” This
reasoning falls into what American social sci-
entist Jon Elster, in his book The Cement of
Society, calls “the norm of fairness.” In deciding
whether or not to cheat, a person looks across
the desk at her colleagues; if they’re keeping
their hands out of the till, she likely will, too.

But now that we understand our mind’s typ-
ical motivations for good, we can start to see
how they might break down. Let’s take fear of
punishment first. In order to worry about get-
ting caught, the mind on the brink of an uneth-
cical decision has to think getting caught is a real
possibility. That requires clear and effective polici-
ing, or, as it’s called in the world of business,
“governance.” According to Melissa Williams,
associate professor of political science at the
University of Toronto, who has a deep interest
in ethical issues, the understanding that only a
watchful eye keeps the populace in line informs

Pharmaceutical companies could
collaborate to help halt the spread of
AIDS. Automakers could build vehicles
that consume less gas. Banks could
pour more profits into community
development. For progressive CEOs,
there is no shortage of good causes.

But under Canadian law, chief exec-
utive officers are required to put their
companies’ interests first. The
apparent conflict between doing
what’s socially responsible and
what’s most profitable can lead
together as an industry to reduce emis-
sions. In doing so, the companies would
all earn societal goodwill without sacri-
ficing much, if any, profit individually.

But companies can’t stop there. When socially responsible behaviour
becomes the norm (or is mandated by
law) the public stops recognizing such
actions as “progressive.” For companies
to continue to earn public credit, they
must continue to lead and innovate
on the “virtue frontier.” Martin says
such action requires committed and
visionary executives – and persuasive
ones. “[The AIC institute] will encour-
ge leaders to be more expansive
in their thinking, rather than wait for
governments and citizen groups to
get on them.”

The institute supports research
in business ethics and is developing
case studies to enhance existing ethics
courses. It will also help develop new
programs, including an MBA major
in corporate citizenship. “It’s becoming
obvious that customers, employees,
governments are all saying, we expect
corporations to do more to be good
citizens,” says Martin. “Yet the message
of what executives should do is
exceedingly vague and confusing. At
the centre, we’re building a model
to help them.”
The Lessons of Martha and Conrad
Tougher securities regulation and better corporate governance would be a start
By Richard C. Powers

Early one morning in October, Martha Stewart arrived at Alderson, West Virginia, to begin serving a five-month prison sentence for lying to U.S. investigators about a stock transaction. Although her misdeed won’t amount to much more than a footnote in the annals of white collar crime, Stewart has become a potent symbol of what some see as rampant greed in corporate America.

The U.S. is not alone when it comes to troublesome CEOs and corporate transgressions, of course. In Canada, Conrad Black and his senior executives stand accused of fleecing their company, Hollinger Inc., of millions of dollars to fund personal expenses. (For his part, Black says the payments “were justifiable and disclosed by sophisticated and fully informed independent directors.”)

While many may see little distinction between the Marthas and Conrads of the world, their cases offer us different insights into preventing these situations in the future.

Martha Stewart is said to have sold about 4,000 shares of ImClone – worth approximately $250,000 US – based on insider information. The transaction had nothing to do with her own company, Martha Stewart Living Omnimedia, or her role there as CEO. She used her own money, and only she and her stockbroker were involved in her decision to sell the shares. Martha Stewart Living was affected only when Stewart’s indictment touched off a steep decline in the company’s share price.

The allegations against Conrad Black and his senior executives at Hollinger (and they are only allegations at this point; nothing has been proven in court) involve the use of money that did not belong to them but to all of Hollinger’s shareholders. The distinction is significant: Martha Stewart played with her own money; Conrad Black is said to have played with Hollinger’s.

I don’t think we can do much more than we are already doing to stop the Martha Stewarts of the world. People, for various reasons of self-interest, will inevitably make poor decisions; in some cases, they will get away with them. Stewart’s incarceration sends a clear message that insider trading carries a harsh penalty (at least in the U.S.). It should remind regulators, too, of the need to be vigilant.

Strict policing will catch those who intend to defraud our securities system, but we need to continue to invest in enforcement. The Ontario Securities Commission (OSC) has recently announced that it will try to ferret out fraud by using “regulatory intelligence.” With the help of industry watchdogs, OSC investigators will try to identify questionable investment activities. This is a step in the right direction, but the OSC requires stronger enforcement powers, comparable to similar agencies in the United States.

Conrad Black is another story. We can do (and should be doing) a lot more to prevent...
If this ethically challenged mind we’re trooping around in belongs to an executive who has no fear of being fired because her board members are her friends, might it not still be scared straight by the prospect of legal retribution? Yes, indeed. But the prospect must, in fact, exist. And here again we have a problem.

At the height of the scandal fallout in the United States, we saw images of former executives at Enron and elsewhere being taken away in handcuffs, doing the so-called “perp walk” that was meant to put investors at ease. That was thanks largely to New York’s attorney general, Eliot Spitzer, who had both the power and the inclination to go after corporate criminals.

Elliott and Richard J. Schroth set much of the blame for corporate corruption at the feet of what they call “dysfunctional governance.” And they’ve discovered that bad boards have a number of common traits, among them:

1. They are mostly old business friends of the CEO intent on cranking up the company for more money.
2. They do not evaluate themselves and have no interest in how well they are meeting their obligations as trustees.
3. They prefer short, simple board sessions at nice places close by.
4. They know few of the key managers and producers in the company.

Such alleged corporate abuses At Hollinger, and at many of the scandal-plagued corporations we’ve been reading about, the board of directors appears to have been nothing more than a rubber stamp. The controlling or majority shareholder seems to have called the shots and the board acquiesced.

At a growing number of companies in North America, this is finally beginning to change. In some cases, shareholders (and in others, regulators) have demanded the appointment of directors who are independent from management and the majority shareholders. On properly constituted boards, a majority of independent directors meet not only with management but on their own as well. While the board requires the input and participation of key management personnel, their decisions reflect what, in their opinion, is best for the company and its shareholders, regardless of management’s view. Large institutional investors such as the Ontario Teachers’ Pension Plan have become more active, demanding more transparent reporting at shareholder meetings and holding directors more accountable for a company’s results.

Important board committees should be composed entirely of independent members. Effective and forward-thinking boards are inviting experts in areas such as compensation to guide them through deliberations. On properly constituted boards, directors can scrutinize management’s actions, ask for further information, and challenge management’s decisions without being hampered by friendships and ill-placed loyalties. While directors are being encouraged to own shares, stock options—the ability to invest should market conditions make it prudent to do so—are being eliminated. Directors, such as those at TD Bank, are now putting themselves in the same position as the average shareholder, rather than a superior one.

I believe that the vast majority of people in business want to do the right thing. But I also believe that as university educators, we have a critical role to play in the development of socially responsible and ethically minded business people.

Most people develop the ability to judge between right and wrong long before they come to university. What we do during grade school and high school—and the feedback we get from our teachers and mentors—reinforces what we think of as fair and unfair, just and unjust, acceptable and unacceptable. I don’t think universities can do much to teach people the difference between right and wrong. But we do have an obligation to provide students with the tools to help them make ethical decisions—often under pressure and with a lot of competing information to distil. And we need to investigate a variety of models of corporate governance to determine which are the most effective under differing circumstances.

A component of every undergraduate business program in Canada now deals with ethical decision-making. At the University of Toronto, entire courses are devoted to the subject. By studying the mistakes of the past, we hope to positively influence the decision-makers of the future. At the MBA and executive MBA levels, the story is the same.

Courses integrating ethics and corporate governance are required components of the curriculum. The Rotman School of Management at the University of Toronto, in conjunction with the ICD Corporate Governance College, has established a unique directors education program to meet the needs of both current and future corporate directors.

Interestingly, Conrad Black is quoted in a recently published book by Richard Siklos (Shades of Black: Conrad Black, His Rise and Fall) stating “I underestimated the force of the corporate governance movement.” Indeed.

Richard C. Powers is a senior lecturer in the Joseph L. Rotman School of Management and vice-chair of the division of management at the University of Toronto at Scarborough.
Shoot the messenger!

Canadian politics has never been cleaner, but the media would have you think otherwise

By Nelson Wiseman

Are Canadian politicians more corrupt than ever before? The general public seems to think so. Opinion polls show that people’s confidence in government has plummeted. Fed a steady diet of headlines about the sponsorship scandal, the HRDC boondoggle and the $1-billion gun registry fiasco, many Canadians now associate the word “politician” with ignoble motives.

Yet much of what passes as corruption in this country is actually waste or mismanagement rather than thievery or skulduggery. We ought not to excuse waste or mismanagement, but lesser misdemeanors should not be confused with more heinous felonies.

The Canadian government is, arguably, more transparent and sanitary today than it has ever been. We now have ethics commissioners, conflict-of-interest guidelines, access-to-information laws, as well as intrusive auditors and aggressively suspicious media. Canadians – reminded daily on our currency that Macdonald, Laurier and Mackenzie King were our nation-builders – forget or fail to acknowledge, however, that politicians such as Tommy Douglas and Stanley Knowles struggled to bring us a system of higher education. We should extend kudos as easily and as quickly as we offer criticism and complaint. More people are doing it. And our discontent is more realistic, utopian ideals about humanity and its very human governments. More than ever, politicians have become convenient scapegoats for whatever we are unhappy about. And our discontent is heightened by journalists and pundits who pose as neutral, presumably happy about. And our discontent is heightened by journalists and pundits who pose as neutral, presumably.

Advances in the physical sciences have prompted us to promulgate unrealistic, utopian ideals about humanity and its very human governments. More than ever, politicians have become convenient scapegoats for whatever we are unhappy about. And our discontent is heightened by journalists and pundits who pose as neutral, presumably.

Of course, we need to be vigilant about corruption and malfeasance in order to expose and rectify them. Let us acknowledge, however, that politicians such as Tommy Douglas and Stanley Knowles struggled to bring us medicare and improve pensions. Former premier Bob Rae is labouring valiantly in the interests of Ontario’s system of higher education. We should extend kudos as easily and as quickly as we offer criticism and complaint. More humility and less sanctimonious outrage are necessary from us all: citizens, politicians and the media.

Nelson Wiseman is a professor in the department of political science.

and continues to do so, to the consternation of a business community that mostly resents the legal intrusion. In Canada, there are no Eliot Spitzers on the case. Traditional law enforcement agencies have few people with the time or expertise to tackle the complexities of white collar crime. Only very recently has the RCMP set up what are called IMETs – Integrated Market Enforcement Teams – to dig into financial corruption, and they haven’t been on the job long enough to have an impact. For now, investors in Canada, where there’s no national securities regulatory agency, have to hope the Ontario Securities Commission can bring criminals to justice. Unfortunately, that’s a faint hope. “The remedies available to us,” grumbles our anonymous OSC official, “are ‘cease trade’ orders. Or we can order that [certain individuals] may no longer serve as directors or officers. Eliot Spitzer can go to mutual funds and say, ‘I don’t like what you’re doing. I’m going to take assets away from you unless you agree to a settlement.’ He can do things we don’t have the power to do. Our attorney general should be doing that!”

So here’s how a scandalous scenario develops in a mind such as ours. Once the enforcement mechanism is weakened, the segment of the population that was restrained from immoral behaviour only by the fear of “getting caught” starts to get a little frisky. Our mind, ever alert to outside influences, can’t help but notice the ethical shift. And then the “norm of fairness” breaks down.

“Once the self-interested people start to cheat,” says Professor Hurka, “that affects the people who believe in fairness, because they’re prepared to do what’s right only so long as other people are doing it. And so they start to cheat.” The norm of fairness not only allows cheating in that scenario, it encourages it. When others are cheating and getting away with it, the norm of fairness says it must be all right.

Now you can start to see how a society can experience waves of scandal, in business, in sport and elsewhere. “The existence of the motivation of fairness or reciprocity,” says Hurka, “explains why there can be these swings
in moral and immoral behaviour.”

The media have a role to play here, too. In general, we have no way of knowing whether our fellow citizens are behaving ethically, but we are swayed by what we see on the news. And every time a scandal story breaks, the norm of fairness applies its effect. Even those perp walks, while increasing the fear of getting caught, reinforce the notion that everyone is cheating. “If the media concentrate on acts of wrongdoing,” says Hurka, “they will create the belief that wrongdoing is common, which will increase the amount of wrongdoing.”

This was the quandary faced by India’s four-term prime minister Jawaharlal Nehru when he was pushed to condemn corruption in his own government. In a quote remembered in Jon Elster’s *The Cement of Society*, Nehru complained, “Merely shouting from the house-tops that everybody is corrupt creates an atmosphere of corruption…. The man in the street says to himself: ‘well, if everybody seems corrupt, why shouldn’t I be corrupt?’”

If Conrad Black heard the reports of Tyco’s Dennis Kozlowski using $1 million of his company’s money to throw a $2-million toga party for his wife, who could blame him for looking at the $42,870 bill for a “Happy Birthday Barbara” dinner, wondering whether he should charge it to Hollinger, and thinking, “Why not?”

Before the mind decides to cheat in order to achieve something, of course, it must already have concluded that what it’s trying to achieve is important. For surely, only if profits mattered above all would someone risk everything to show dishonest numbers in an annual report. To that end, in its slow process of breaking down the barriers to unethical behaviour, the norm of fairness has a kind of ally in something you might call “cultural conditioning.”

The world of business has many tools to help executives get their priorities straight. Enron employed the “rank and yank” system of performance persuasion. At regular intervals, employees were rated on a scale from one to five, and the bottom 15 per cent were fired or pressured to leave. An atmosphere of ethical and emotional brutality prevailed. “The system was frequently used for vendettas,” writes David Callahan in *The Cheating Culture*. “Managers were known to lie and alter personnel records to get rid of certain employees.” Other companies use less violent means. One that’s particularly popular: the bonus. “If you have pay for performance,” says our man in the OSC, “and the CEO’s and the CFO’s bonus scheme is tied to continued earnings increases, then there are obviously natural pressures on executives to make sure that those corporate earnings are there.”

Like Olympic sprinters constantly under the strain of having to better their times, executives are expected to deliver ever higher returns for shareholders. They’re dragged forward by the carrot of bonuses and pushed by the demands of investors until they wind up headed into a moral tunnel that leaves them very little room to manoeuvre. “As the race for money and status has intensified,” says Callahan, “it has become more acceptable for individuals to act opportunistically and dishonestly to get ahead.”

If you’re wondering how things got this way, what softened up the cultural soil and allowed this ruthless age to take root, Professor Dennis O’Hara has an answer. O’Hara is a theologian at St. Michael’s College who teaches ecological and Christian ethics, and he sees in our money-mad society a rise in individualism, and a concurrent falling away of our belief in a higher power. We lost God in increments. “In the old days,” he explains, “we had what we called ‘the God of the gaps.’ Whenever there was a gap in our knowledge – that was God. As science progresses you eventually fill the gaps and then, ‘Oh, there’s no God.’”

When people convince themselves there is no higher accountability, says O’Hara, it’s easier to believe the universe is essentially meaningless. Once you reach that conclusion, the concept of fairness will do what’s right only so long as other people are doing it.”
the common good falls away, and it’s a short leap to deciding that the only purpose to life is one’s own personal gain and pleasure. It’s the ultimate failure of governance.

So we are down to this: a mind that has lost its sense of a higher authority and a connection to the common good — encouraged by the culture that feeds it to value money and success above all, and shown the example of others who thieve in order to achieve this success — is given an opportunity to thieve, with little fear of getting caught. It seems almost inevitable that the choice it’s about to make is not going to look good on a résumé. Nevertheless other minds on the same precipice, struggling under the same conditions, might not plunge into the darkness. What pushes our mind over the edge?

Come this way, to the situational ethics zone. Here is our mind locked in the moment, looking at its options. It isn’t measuring them against a clear ethical yardstick that defines what’s bad or good — we know it lost that a long time ago. Instead, it’s trying to assess this particular decision according to what’s acceptable under the circumstances. And because that’s not easy, it’s using a few tricks.

Rationalization is one. Joseph Wells, a former FBI agent, told David Callahan that a hallmark of high-level fraud is “the ability to call the fraud by a nice name.” Faced with a grim financial reality, a chief accountant reinterprets the acceptable rules. He rethinks the recipe for success, stir-fries a few of the raw numbers and cooks up something “for the good of everybody who works in the company.”

He may not even think of it as cheating. That’s trick number two: self-delusion. “I think people can convince themselves of almost anything,” says O’Hara. “When I listen to certain corporate leaders, I hear their positions, I hear their arguments, and I find them absolutely contemptible. And yet, do I think that they really believe what they’re saying? The answer is yes. I think that they’re convinced of their own goodness.”

One of the chief attractions of religion is its ability to make the complex clear, to provide ready answers to difficult questions and to hold out a promised land as reward for going along. O’Hara understands the need for the guidance of dogma, for the relief from having to “start from square one” in the face of every ethical dilemma. But he says, “We’ve fallen in recent times into this notion that there has to be a single right answer. It’s as if we want a catechism and everything’s going to fit into this catechism.” For corporate executives, the catechism has to do with the bottom line — what’s right for the shareholders is, de facto, right. And profit has become the new afterlife.

Hugh Gunz, a professor at the Rotman School of Management who studies organizational influences on ethical decision-making, has looked at what effect rank has on the situational ethics of executives. The research he and his colleagues have done suggests that an individual’s willingness to cheat is influenced by how close he thinks he is to the company’s centre of power. “The more you feel yourself to be at the centre of things, to be a member of the top management team, the more you’re likely to take an organizational, managerial answer,” says Gunz. “To say, in other words, ‘Let’s do something for the good of the company, rather than what might be professionally correct.’”

John C. Maxwell, in his book There’s No Such Thing as Business Ethics, decries the rise of situational ethics in which there is no longer any absolute good, only shades of what’s-good-for-me? He quotes from the description of a University of Michigan course entitled Ethics of Corporate Management: “This module is not concerned with the personal moral issues of honesty and truthfulness. It is assumed that the students at this university have already formed their own standards on these issues.” It may be that the university was simply admitting the impossibility of teaching values to its students, but Maxwell considers it proof that, where once our decisions were based on ethics, now our
ethics are based on our decisions. That dim assessment may actually have some
despite the way society and the way we think about it. We’re almost at the end of our
tour, and you may have noticed there’s one thing we haven’t looked at yet – the mechanics of the
mind. Since we can’t ignore the fact that the mind operates within a biological organ, we have
to consider how its inner workings might influence the decision-making process. Is there any-
thing about a well-functioning set of synapses that might contribute to a regrettable decision?

Apparently, yes. And again, its roots lie in the mind’s relentless desire to find the easy path
to clarity in the midst of chaos. Donald Stuss, a professor of psychology and medicine at U of T,
and director of the Rotman Research Institute at the Baycrest Centre for Geriatric Care, has
looked at the functioning of the frontal lobes of the brain, where decisions are made. The
research he and others have done suggests that as we go through life, we create models of
behaviour. “That’s what the brain does,” Stuss says, “to simplify the world.” If we try some-
thing once, and the outcome is good, we’re more likely to do that again. The more we do it, the
less we think about it; the more the pattern is established, the less work the brain has to do.

Someone might hesitate, even agonize, the first time she crosses an ethical line. But if she
isn’t caught, and no one gets hurt, she does it again, and again, until it becomes a pattern of
acceptable behaviour. “If our model of the brain is correct,” says Stuss, “it could explain why
people often don’t feel guilty.” In September of 1980, Brian Molony, a highly regarded CIBC
bank employee with a gambling problem, made what he was sure was a one-time decision. He
faked a loan in order to cover a $22,300 gambling debt, with every intention of paying the
money back and erasing the fraud. According to the book Stung, by Gary Stephen Ross, by
the time he was arrested, a year and a half later, Molony had committed fraud 93 times to a
total of more than $10 million, and he was still convinced he needed just one good run at the
casino to get back to even. “Most people who do something unethical,” says Stuss, “get to the
point where the thing is explained away.”

These patterns can be established early, well before a CEO is fudging numbers and putting
investors’ money at risk. In The Cheating Culture, Callahan devotes a chapter to dishonest
students and reports the results of a 2001 study
of 1,000 business students on six campuses. It concluded that “students who engaged in
dishonest behaviour in their college classes were more likely to engage in dishonest behaviour
on the job.”

It makes sense to us, intuitively, that people who have cheated before will cheat again. But
we make a mistake if we dismiss the cheater as merely a bad apple. Barbara Ley Toffler knows
it isn’t true. She was there, at the accounting
firm Arthur Andersen, when its leaders made
the decisions that linked the firm inextricably
to the Enron scandal and ultimately brought it
down. She went into that company with high ethical standards, and was appalled at some of
the practices she witnessed. But under the influence of the corporate culture, the
norm of fairness and the rest of the factors we’ve looked at, it wasn’t long before her standards
changed. “I didn’t break any laws or violate regulations,” she
writes in Final Accounting, “but I certainly compromised many of my values…. If you hang
around a place long enough, you inevitably start to act like most of the people around you.” Toffler
now conducts orientation sessions on ethics with MBA students, and one of those students told
her something she wants us to
hear: “I believe anyone has the
potential to be a bad apple.”

The mind we’ve been looking at has no evil
intent; it thinks of itself, its motivations, as
good. And the terrible choice it’s about to make?
It might just seem the best decision of all.

Trevor Cole was recently nominated for a Governor General’s Literary Award for his novel Norman
Bray in the Performance of His Life.
IN African culture, the storyteller – the keeper of oral history – holds the title of griot. A prestigious position, the griot acts as a guardian of family memory, ensuring the lives of ancestors aren’t reduced only to marked graves, single epitaphs.

And when Bryan Walls – author of *The Road That Led to Somewhere*, an account of his great-great-grandparents’ escape from slavery – was growing up in the 1950s, the family griot was Aunt Stella Butler. At gatherings at her home in Puce, Ont., a small town outside of Windsor, Aunt Stella would set the table with fried chicken, sweet potato pie and peach cobbler. Sometimes she and her visitors would play the tiny wooden piano, soulful voices singing “Swing Low, Sweet
Chariot” and other spirituals from days past. And she would share the stories of her ancestors, whose journeys began on the continent of Africa, wound through the plantations of North Carolina and continued to the rural lands of Canada.

She would tell Bryan how his great-great-grandparents, Hannabal and Jubil, were forced from their homeland of Africa and sold as slaves to a tobacco plantation owner in North Carolina. And how Hannabal escaped from the plantation in his later years, running from bounty hunters and “negro dogs” – bloodhounds trained from birth to track the scent of fugitive slaves – until he died of a heart attack in his pursuit of freedom.

She also told him stories of his great-great-grandfather, John Walls, who was born a slave on the same plantation in 1813. But, remarkable for the time, John formed a deep friendship with the slaveowner’s son, Daniel. When Daniel became fatally ill in his thirties, it was John he turned to, asking him to care for his white wife, Jane, and their four children. He also declared John a free man.

Months later, John and Jane fell in love and decided they would travel to a free state and marry. But the journey would be a seditious undertaking: in North Carolina, not only were interracial relationships illegal, but they were sure to unleash a maelstrom of fury from the community. The couple, along with the children, fled the plantation at night and headed toward Canada.

Slave owners quickly put a bounty on John’s head. The group travelled at night, veiled by the forests of North Carolina, Kentucky and Indiana. They also travelled incognito: at times, Jane pretended that John was her slave, rather than her companion. In one case she tied him to a wagon wheel and whipped him to satisfy Kentuckian slave patrollers’ curiosity.

The fugitives were sheltered and fed along the way by white and black volunteers on the Underground Railroad. In Indiana, a white Quaker abolitionist married the couple in a quiet outdoor ceremony known as “jumping the broom.” They crossed the Detroit River on an abolitionist-run boat, finally finding safety in Puce in 1846.

Over his lifetime, John accrued 200 acres of land, much of which remained in his family’s hands for generations. The couple also had six children of their own. And – never forgetting their own complicated journey – their home became a refuge for other emancipated slaves, a final terminal on the Underground Railroad.

In recounting these stories, Aunt Stella also passed down the words that John told his own children: “You are a black, be proud and strong. Remember, you are a slave’s descendant, just as good as anyone.”

“The story, for its time, was stranger than fiction,” says Bryan Walls, who graduated with a doctor of dental surgery degree from the University of Toronto in 1973. “But through genealogical research, I’ve been able to underscore that it’s not only true, but it’s unquestionably true.”

For more than 25 years, Walls, 58, has been preserving his family’s history in various forms: in 1980, he published The Road That Led to Somewhere, an account of Jane and John Walls’ journey through the Underground Railroad. He recently finished writing a libretto based on his book, which is set to be produced on Broadway in 2006. And he has been operating the John Freeman Walls Historic Site and Underground Railroad Museum in Puce since 1985. Intertwining the story of the Walls family with the larger history of North American slavery, the site relates the struggles of the estimated 40,000 African-Americans who followed the path to freedom in Canada.

The clandestine network known as the Underground Railroad was run by abolitionists who helped fugitives escape to the northern United States and Canada. Existing from the early 1800s to the end of the Civil War in 1865, it operated on railroad terminology: conductors were black and white abolitionists who helped usher passengers to stations (safehouses, usually 25 to 30 kilometres apart, which provided shelter and sometimes food) until they reached their final terminal of freedom. Fugitives moved most often at night, usually by foot, and always under the threat of punishment or death from slave patrollers eager for a $10 reward. Navigational tools were few: the North Star – the Underground Railroad’s most powerful metaphor for freedom – proved a steadfast guide. Moss, which often grows on the north side of trees, also served as a
compass. Survival lay in one’s ability to remain invisible, to rely on instinct and to tap into the arcane network of supporters. “Riding this train broke the laws of the land, but the laws of God are higher than man’s,” wrote one balladeer.

Walls conducts tours of the site in a sharply ironed navy conductor’s uniform and peaked cap. His 15-year-old daughter, Brittany, is often by his side as “assistant conductor.” In a sonorous voice, he explains the significance of each of the site’s landmarks. A rustic peace chapel is named after civil-rights activist Rosa Parks, who visits almost every year with a group of students. The Historic Walkway, a sinuous gravel trail with overgrown brush and thorn-bearing trees, symbolizes the road fugitives travelled to attain freedom. The cemetery marks the resting places of 37 family members and fugitive slaves, including John and Jane Walls, Aunt Stella and his own father.

The Historic Walkway symbolizes the road fugitives travelled to attain freedom.

The home of John Walls, a modest two-storey log cabin, holds many original furnishings. A tiny baby carriage with large, rusting wheels sits in the corner of the first-floor bedroom. A 19th-century washing tub and icebox are displayed in the kitchen. Horsehair chinking insulates the walls. And a portrait of John Walls hangs in the living room: even in freedom, he would not allow his picture to be taken, as slave patrollers sometimes ventured into Canada to kidnap the emancipated if they could trace their location. The illustration was drawn years after John’s death by a police composite artist from Windsor, based on descriptions provided by Aunt Stella and her cousin. John’s eyes appear both solemn and watchful, as though, even in death, he is determined to protect his family.

A deacon in the same Baptist church as his great-great-grandfather, Bryan Walls is fuelled by his spiritual convictions. He believes that if people understand that blacks and whites worked together even during the dark antebellum period of slavery, they will be more accepting of each other now. He founded a movement he has dubbed the Mutual Respect Campaign, which promotes toleration and acceptance among all ethnicities and religions. “The Underground Railroad was the first great freedom movement in the Americas – the first time good people of different races and faiths worked in harmony for freedom and justice,” he says. “So what we’re trying to do is remind people that, yes, there are reasons for us to be sad, but there are also reasons to celebrate.”

Walls’ manner of speaking is evocative of a Christian spiritual: enticing in its metered incantations and rich cadences. And while his words contain shadows of homilies, they maintain an old-school sturdiness. “Work toward love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, gentleness and self-control. That’s what the old folks would say, and it’s as true now as it was then.”

Walls’ old-school lessons started in a one-room 19th-century schoolhouse in his hometown of Puce, where he attended grades 1 to 8 with 40 other students. His teacher – “a wonderful lady named Mabel Kerr” – gave lessons to one row, one grade, at a time. (“Her desk was at the back of the room, and she kept her strap in the drawer,” laughs Walls. “It wasn’t...
Bryan Walls grew up on a piece of land bordering the original homestead with his mother, Laverda, a homemaker, his father, Clifford, a construction superintendent, and his brother, Bradley. His close-knit extended family included his Uncle Earl, a 1950s Canadian boxing heavyweight champion, whom Walls idolized and whose story is chronicled in *The Road That Led to Somewhere*. (A gentle man who retired at the top of his game, he once said, "I never got a kick out of beating anybody or knocking them out.")

In the ninth grade, his family moved to the city of Windsor, where Walls attended the all-white Catholic Assumption high school, which he describes as “a real culture shock.” But he excelled, playing football and becoming class president in his senior year. In Grade 10, his dentist noticed the teen’s interest in his profession and invited him to a banquet featuring the dean of the University of Toronto’s Faculty of Dentistry. “I said, That’s what I want to be, I want to be a dentist.” He never veered from this declaration. In 1969, he graduated with a bachelor of science degree from the University of Windsor, and subsequently earned a doctor of dental surgery degree from U of T.

At the age of 27, he opened his own dentistry practice in Windsor.

It was three years after Walls opened his dental office that the history of his ancestors took hold of him. It was the fall of 1976, and he had cast a new set of dentures for a cousin, who had shown up at the appointment with tears running down his face. “Aunt Stella is selling the family property,” he said.

Thinking her family would not want to keep the acreage, Aunt Stella, then 92, had given power of attorney to her lawyer, who sold the land for $35,000. The thought of losing his great-great-grandfather’s homestead was unbearable to Walls. He negotiated with the lawyer and the new owners, and eventually reclaimed the land for $40,000. “They [the new owners] didn’t realize the significance it had to our family. It represented freedom. And our ancestors’ burial ground was here …” He stops. “We couldn’t get to a point where we had to ask permission to come back and visit the graves.”

On a warm November evening, the first night of his ownership, an elated Walls took his two young sons out to sleep in the log cabin. Around 2 a.m., he was startled awake. “I thought I heard something at the door, and I checked to see if anyone was there.” No one was, but he was left with a current of strange emotions running through him, and the feeling that *something* – possibly the spirits of his ancestors – had been present.

The next morning, full of exuberance, he ran through the property and along the site’s creek. He knew that he wanted to write a book based on his ancestors’ history – that it was “part of my destiny, and God’s purpose for my life.” “They weren’t really famous figures of that period of history, not like Harriet Tubman or Harriet Beecher Stowe or Frederick Douglass, but they were like many, many thousands who felt that freedom was important, that making the best of their talents was important.” That same day, he began collecting from Aunt Stella the details of his great-great-grandparents’ journey. Over the next four years, he wrote the manuscript for *The Road That Led to Somewhere*. “It all stemmed from these strong emotions that come – people can call it inspiration – when you’re given a thought you can’t get rid of, and it just keeps churning inside of you.” “That,” he says, “became the starting point of my writing journey.”

At the same time, Walls, along with his family, decided to develop the property into the John Freeman Walls Historical Site. He calls it “a family labour of love.” Over a series of years, his father, brother and uncles constructed almost every building on the site. They stripped the modern siding off the log cabin, and restored it to its original 19th-century state. They laid a foundation and erected a new roof on a large log cabin donated by the Ministry of Natural Resources. The cabin now serves as home to an international gospel concert every August. Walls’ daughter Brittany, an aspiring singer, has opened every concert since the age of three, delivering poignant renditions of “O Canada.”

The men also crafted the furnishings for the buildings. During a trip to Memphis in 1985, Walls and his uncles stopped at the Lorraine Motel, where Martin Luther King Jr. was assassinated. The motel – now a civil-rights museum – was at that time in a state of disrepair. They asked permission to take a small number of bricks from the building.

On their return to Puce, Walls and his uncles fashioned the bricks into an elegant four-foot-high cross. It hangs between the chapel’s two tiny windows, surrounded by rays of sunlight.
IN 1991, Walls was involved in a car accident that left him with fractured vertebrae, and a legacy of chronic pain. Shortly after the collision, he began to lose dexterity in his hands. Walls began dropping his dental instruments, and realized he could hurt his patients. Six months later, his doctor ordered him to stop working. Many nights he sleeps sitting up. Some nights he sleeps for two hours; others, not at all. “You learn to live with the pain,” he says. “I do it through my faith by saying, Lord, command me to do the impossible, to overcome it.”

Somehow, through his ordeal, he has continued to impart his message of racial equality. He has earned both an Order of Canada and Order of Ontario for his promotion of black history, and lectures frequently to Toronto police officers on the need for racial harmony. He has released educational material and a CD, which are distributed largely to new police recruits and schools, promoting his Mutual Respect Campaign of racial tolerance.

Two years ago, Walls began working on a form of storytelling befitting a present-day griot: a libretto. Each morning, he would lift a tiny table into the family cemetery, and — the tools of a dentist now replaced with the instruments of a writer — carefully shape the story. He originally sat by the gravestones of John and Jane Walls, but eventually, he says, the sound of their spirits became too loud and intrusive. So he moved his table near the area of those he had known firsthand: his father and Uncle Earl. In the comfort and safety of their spirits, he wrote for as long as there was light. He often continued to write in the silence of night in his own home, after his family was safely in bed, but preferred to be near his ancestors’ quiet wisdom.

Near the end of each tour of the historical site, Bryan Walls points out a world map on a wall of the museum. Every time a visitor comes from a new region, a family member pushes a pin into the location. The colourful pinheads form a pointillist picture: step close, and primary colours of red, blue and yellow dart into Australia, Japan, the Caribbean, the United States, Canada. Step away, and the pins merge into a luminous mosaic of countries whose residents have come to hear stories from a modern-day griot who talks about peace, harmony and racial equality. “We have so much to be thankful for as descendants of fugitive slaves; we know they laid a foundation that we could build on, and that’s what progress is all about. It is not just an African-American story. It is a story of liberation,” says Walls. “It’s a history that belongs to all of us.”

Stacey Gibson is managing editor of University of Toronto Magazine.
An occasional squelch from a police car punctuates the air as Tracy Rogers strides toward a patch of farmland in rural British Columbia. She looks like an astronaut. Dressed in a white protective suit and hardcover hood, she is on an exploratory mission, looking not for signs of life but for evidence of death. Scouring acres of land, sifting through tons of soil, she hopes to help piece together the facts of what may be the largest serial killing in Canadian history.

It is the summer of 2002, and the University of Toronto professor and forensic anthropologist is assisting with the excavation of the pig farm in Port Coquitlam belonging to Robert William Pickton. Over the better part of two summers, Rogers will help uncover and analyze thousands of bone fragments, working closely with an elite squad of more than 100 forensic experts, pathologists, scientists, coroners and police investigators. Pickton is now charged with 15 counts of murder and is the focus of an investigation into the disappearance of nearly 70 women from Vancouver’s Downtown Eastside.

Like all detective work, forensic science involves the painstaking process of gathering evidence and analyzing it. Crime scene investigators spend hours collecting and sorting through bits of clothing, strands of hair, even cigarette

BY SUSAN BOURETTE
butts, in the hope of obtaining evidence that will link a perpetrator to a crime. Each item is tagged, carefully logged and sent on for further examination in the lab.

The Port Coquitlam work exacted a physical and emotional toll on Rogers and the other members of the team. In the summer heat, the sweat poured into the sleeves of Rogers’ synthetic jumpsuit. Her hands grew damp beneath two layers of gloves as she sifted through three separate crime scenes in search of minute pieces of evidence. In a nearby tent and makeshift refuge, family members gathered daily, waiting for news that would fill in the details of what may have happened to their daughters, sisters and lovers.

“It’s always hard when you have contact with the family,” the 38-year-old assistant professor says, noting that psychologists were on hand to counsel the team through the emotional trauma of the work. “But I feel that we do have something very positive to offer. I never forget that it’s not the remains of a person, but someone's loved one. We can’t bring them back, but at least we can provide some resolution.”

Students enrolled in forensic science at the University of Toronto at Mississauga (UTM) learn through simulations about the intense nature of crime scene investigations. On an early September morning this past fall, Rogers sealed off a patch of meadow on the bucolic UTM campus with yellow police tape to create a fictional crime scene. The supposed victim? A 17-year-old girl last seen walking her dog along the edge of campus.

Books and television may be introducing millions of people to the field of crime scene investigations, but Professor Rogers says the exposure has its drawbacks. The practice of forensic science isn’t at all how it’s typically shown on TV, she contends. On television, an investigator is usually one person juggling several tasks simultaneously – running DNA tests, studying ballistics reports and performing pathological analysis. But in reality, it takes an entire team – including scientists, police officers and coroners – to get the job done. Worse, television sensationalizes the job. “It’s like they think the gorier the better,” Rogers laments. Here are a few of her pet peeves about how television portrays crime-scene investigations.

- Cases are rarely solved in an hour. “Sherlock Holmes” moments are few and far between.
- The scientific method prevails. Crusading detectives operating on hunches and intuition are good entertainment, but nothing more.
- Investigations aren’t star vehicles. Forensic scientists are inevitably team players. Their findings are strictly work-by-committee.
- There’s little glamour, and certainly no high heels. CSIs get hot, dirty and sweaty. Nobody is ever ready for a close-up.

- S.B.
The exercise, devised for a third-year class, is certainly not as involved as the Pickton investigation, though there is one macabre aspect that evokes the alleged serial murder: these students are scouring the earth for pig corpses. Just coincidence, says Rogers. Pigs are the animals used to replicate humans in fieldwork, sort of the crash-test dummies of forensics.

For some of these fresh-faced students, it’s gruesome work. But it provides an important lesson in a fundamental aspect of all forensic science: the recovery, mapping and documentation of evidence. In their fourth year, the students will move to the lab where they will examine human bones to determine characteristics such as age, sex and ancestry, and to look for evidence of trauma to help determine the cause of death.

Nicki Engel is one of the students enjoying the fieldwork as she steps gingerly through the meadow, marked with spikes and flags where evidence has been unearthed. The 22-year-old Chilliwack, B.C., native says she’s been fascinated by crime stories ever since she was a kid reading Nancy Drew mysteries. She wanted to be a police officer for a while, but now hopes to work outside Canada on cases of international importance. “I’d like to take what I learn here and work with the [United Nations] in the mass gravesites in Kosovo or with the police at Scotland Yard,” she says.

Engel is one of a select group of aspiring sleuths to have earned a spot in UTM’s four-year forensics program, the first of its kind in Canada – and the most comprehensive. While Rogers specializes in forensic anthropology, which involves the search, recovery and identification of bones and the presentation of findings in court, other faculty members teach pathology, entomology, toxicology, odontology and molecular biology.

Now in its 10th year, U of T’s program owes its existence to Professor Emeritus Jerry Melbye, a well-known presence at UTM until he retired a few years ago. Over the years, Ontario police came to rely on the forensic anthropologist for his expertise in the identification of victims from skeletal remains. One of Melbye’s highest profile cases was the second trial of Guy Paul Morin who was charged with the 1984 murder of nine-year-old Christine Jessop. DNA evidence eventually cleared Morin, who had spent the better part of a decade in and out of jail.

Melbye was one of the first people to recognize the importance of having an educational program dedicated exclusively to forensic science. In the early days of the profession – the first recorded case in Canada of a non-medical expert testifying in court was in 1850 – police departments typically trained scientists in the finer points of forensic investigation, and prepared them for courtroom testimony, “I realized as I started working on cases myself just how varied everyone’s background was,” says Melbye. “I wanted to train forensic scientists who could speak to each other about their problems and challenges in a common language.”

Melbye rallied the Office of the Chief Coroner for the Province of Ontario, along with the Centre of Forensic Sciences in Toronto, to support the launch of a dual bachelor of science degree at U of T. The program confers a degree in forensic science combined with one other specialty, such as biology, anthropology, psychology or chemistry.

This year – largely because of an increased demand for spots – the program has accepted 50 new students, double the intake of last year. Program director Raymond Cummins attributes the growing interest in part to the boom in crime shows such as CSI: Crime Scene Investigation, as well as the novels of real-life forensic anthropologist Kathy Reichs, whose Grave Secrets and Déjà Dead have won a cult-like following.

But Rogers sees a deeper meaning in our society’s current fascination with criminal investigation. “When someone dies, their body is taken away for burial preparations. We’re now dissociated from death and so it’s shrouded in mystery. Science offers us a window on the process of death.”

Although there is a team aspect to forensics, the profession calls for hours of solitary work. Most of a forensic grad’s career will be spent in a laboratory peering through a microscope. An investigator or lab technician might spend more time in the company of the dead than the living. The work demands surpassing patience. Directing a crime scene investigation is time-consuming. Cases aren’t neatly wrapped up in an hour. Sometimes they stretch on for years; in other cases, decades. And although it’s a small part of their job description, forensic scientists have to be experts in the courtroom. By definition, forensic science means the study of evidence discovered during criminal investigations and used in courts of law. Forensic witnesses, therefore, need to feel comfortable presenting their findings in a legal setting.

Students also need a strong background in their chosen field of specialty,
“Sometimes television makes us out to be heroes. And that’s okay, because we really are the good guys.”

such as chemistry or biology, and must be able to interpret increasingly sophisticated lab results. DNA analysis – accepted commonly as a legal tool only a decade ago – has helped the discipline evolve, giving investigators a powerful means of solving both current and cold cases. The information revolution is affecting the discipline, too, as new police databases help match up evidentiary material – fingerprints, bullets and DNA – more quickly with known offenders and weapons used in other cases. This will allow investigators to link crimes more efficiently and to identify repeat offenders much faster.

Many graduates of UTM’s forensics program will look for work outside the country. Some will go to the United States where the violent crime rate and the demand for forensic scientists are much higher. Still, police forces across Canada are hiring an increasing number of students – as are the nation’s seven centres for forensic science. But applications for such coveted jobs typically run upwards of 300. And the top rate for scientists is only about $70,000 a year.

Back in the UTM meadow, these students seem to have more on their minds this morning than money. They are carefully photographing their crime scenes for a guest instructor, Crown attorney James Cornish. He’s evaluating their work and advising them on how to organize their findings for a mock trial.

Rogers looks on critically at the interaction between her students and the lawyer. She knows the drill. How important it is to get this all right.

“This is what it all comes down to,” she explains. “It’s about righting wrongs; bringing culprits to justice.

“That’s one thing I don’t really mind about television’s portrayal of our work,” she continues. “Sometimes they make us out to be heroes. And that’s okay, because we really are the good guys.”

Susan Bourette is a writer in Toronto.
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Joe MacInnis has spent his life exploring the world’s oceans. Now he wants to save them.

BY GERALD HANNON

We are in the Hart House pool, our heads above water and the room awash in a mid-summer radiance filtering down on us from the arching skylights above. Dr. Joseph MacInnis is crouching on the submerged ledge that runs the length of the pool; his body, still lithe at 67, is poised and coiled. We are huddled in the slow lane, chatting quietly about how this pool, at least, doesn’t seem to have changed much in the 40 years since he was a student here. He pulls down his goggles, slips beneath the surface and the coil in him releases into a torpedoing burst of energy that propels him deep and far. It seems a long time before I see him surface.
MUCH OF JOE MACINNIS'S ADULT LIFE HAS BEEN SPENT IN THE WATER, THOUGH NOT IN THE TEMPERATURE-CONTROLLED, LIFE-GUARD-ENHANCED CONFINES OF A UNIVERSITY SWIMMING POOL. SINCE 1964, HE HAS LOGGED MORE THAN 5,000 HOURS EXPLORING AND RESEARCHING BENEATH THE WAVES OF THE WORLD'S OCEANS, INCLUDING THE ARCTIC. HE WAS THE FIRST MAN TO SWIM UNDER THE NORTH POLE, AND HE HAS WALKED UPSIDE DOWN ON THE UNDERSEA SURFACE OF THE ARCTIC ICE. HE HAS SETTLED HIS SUBMERSIBLE ON TO THE DECK OF THE RMS TITANIC, 12,500 FEET BELOW THE TURBULENT NORTH ATLANTIC. HE HAS BEEN ALMOST CLOSE ENOUGH TO TOUCH A RARE, SURFACING BOWHEAD WHALE, FEELING IT EXHALE, AS HE PUT IT, "A WHOLE ROOMFUL OF AIR." HE HAS DIVED WITH THEN-CBS TELEVISION NEWS ANCHORMAN WALTER CRONKITE, WITH THEN-PRIME MINISTER PIERRE TRUDEAU AND WITH HOLLYWOOD DIRECTOR JAMES CAMERON. ALTHOUGH HIS WORK HAS HELPED MAKE UNDERSEA RESEARCH SAFER, THE PERILS OF EARLY EXPLORATION WERE SUCH THAT CATASTROPHE WAS NEVER FAR AWAY. INJURIES WERE COMMON. GOOD MEN DIED -- INCLUDING THE SON OF ONE OF HIS BEST FRIENDS.

MACINNIS (MD 1962) SEEMS NEVER TO HAVE LOST A BOY'S SENSE OF ADVENTURE. HE RETAINS SOMETHING, TOO, OF A BOY'S NAÎVETÉ. HE HAS LEARNED -- MOSTLY, IT SEEMS, THROUGH THE MEN HE'S WORKED WITH -- A MAN'S DILIGENCE AND APPLICATION. A MAN'S INTELLIGENT RESPECT FOR FEAR. AND A CRUSAADING MAN'S AWARENESS THAT PERHAPS THE ONLY WAY TO SAVE OUR THREATENED OCEANS IS TO INSTITUTIONALIZE IN OTHERS THE SAME AWE AND SENSE OF WONDER THAT HAS ANIMATED HIS LIFE.

JOE MACINNIS GREW UP IN TORONTO, RAISED BY HIS MOTHER. HIS FATHER, AN INSTRUCTOR IN THE ROYAL CANADIAN AIR FORCE, DIED WHEN ANOTHER PLANE CRASHED INTO HIS AS HE WAS ATTEMPTING TO LAND AFTER A TRAINING FLIGHT WITH A STUDENT. HE WAS JUST 32; JOE JUST A FEW MONTHS OLD. HIS MOTHER REMARRIED WHEN HER SON WAS 12, BUT THOSE EARLIER YEARS, HE SAYS, WERE ROUGH -- ALTHOUGH, IN RETROSPECT, "NOT HAVING A FATHER MEANT HAVING NO ONE TO COMPARISON MYSELF TO. THE ADVANTAGE WAS THAT I COULD BE WHAT I WANTED TO BE, AND IT MEANT THAT BOTH MY BROTHER AND I WERE INDEPENDENT AT A VERY EARLY AGE."

HE SEEMS NOT TO HAVE NEEDED ANYTHING TO EDGE HIM INTO THE WATER. AFTER DISCOVERING JULES VERNE IN HIGH SCHOOL, HE READ AND REREAD TWENTY THOUSAND LEAGUES UNDER THE SEA. AS A BOY, HE SWAM WITH THE ETOBICOKE MEMORIAL AQUATIC CLUB, WHERE HE DISCOVERED "BOTH A WONDERFUL CAMARADERIE AND THE NEED TO STRUGGLE. I WAS SUBCONSCIOUSLY LEARNING THE CONNECTION BETWEEN HARD WORK AND RESULTS -- SOMETHING ANY THINKING YOUNG PERSON NEEDS." HE LOVED TO CANOE, AND RECALLS ONE PERILOUS OUTING AS A 12-YEAR-OLD ON A STORM-TOSSED LAKE. AS THE WIND PICKED UP, AND WAVES THREATENED TO CRASH OVER ALL FOUR CANOES, THE GROUP REALIZED THAT ONLY THE MOST INTENSE, ALMOST INTUITIVE, TEAMWORK WOULD GET THEM SAFELY TO SHORE. HE NAMES THOSE BOYS IN A BOOK THAT WAS PUBLISHED THIS FALL, BREATHING UNDERWATER: THE QUEST TO LIVE IN THE SEA (VIKING CANADA). THE INCIDENT HAPPENED MORE THAN 50 YEARS AGO, TO A BUNCH OF KIDS -- BUT EVEN KIDS CAN BE A TEAM, AND MACINNIS SAYS "NOTHING I'VE DONE HAS BEEN DONE ALONE. I'VE ALWAYS BEEN SHOULDERS TO SHOULDER WITH GOOD PEOPLE."


IT'S CLEAR THAT LINK, WHO WAS IN HIS LATE 50S WHEN THE TWO MET, IS SOMETHING OF A HERO TO MACINNIS, WHO DESCRIBES HIM AS A "YANKEE GENIUS, AN INVENTOR, A SUCCESSFUL BUSINESSMAN WHO HAD DECIDED TO MAKE IT POSSIBLE FOR HUMANS TO LIVE AND WORK IN THE SEA." HE HAS THE SAME HIGH REGARD FOR OTHER PIONEERS IN THE FIELD: JACQUES-YVES COUSTEAU, CO-INVENTOR OF THE AQUALUNG AND POPULARIZER OF ALL THINGS OCEANIC, AND GEORGE BOND, A PHYSICIAN WITH THE UNITED STATES NAVY, WHO PIONEERED RESEARCH INTO THE EFFECTS OF HIGH-PRESSURE ATMOSPHERES ON HUMANS. THOUGH MODERN SUBMERSIBLES KEEP PASSENGERS AT SEA-LEVEL PRESSURE, MUCH EARLY RESEARCH WAS PERFORMED BY MEN WORKING AT PRESSURES EQUAL TO THAT OF THE SEA AROUND THEM, A PRACTICE DictATING LONG PERIODS IN DECOMPRESSION CHAMBERS TO PREVENT A FATAL ATTACK OF THE
bends. Link, Cousteau, Bond – they were men who changed MacInnis’s life, men who stoked and encouraged his passions, men who helped make him what he calls “a curiosity junkie.”

By the late 1960s MacInnis had realized that there would be no future for him working solely as a diving physician. Technological advances were making the field much safer. So he formed his own science and education consulting company, Undersea Research. Since then he has done work for more than 60 major corporations, and for governments in both the United States and Canada. He has written eight books and assisted in the production of some 40 television documentaries and an Imax film on the Titanic. As well, since 1980 he’s been a motivational speaker, often on the topic of leadership, for such companies as IBM, Ford, Kodak, Merrill Lynch and Microsoft. He speaks to them about his work beneath the waves and the importance of teamwork, and shows them videos taken on his undersea adventures. Thomas Homer-Dixon, director of the Trudeau Centre for Peace and Conflict Studies at U of T, author of The Ingenuity Gap and a friend of MacInnis’s, says the man is trying hard “to influence corporate culture by communicating some of his own sense of wonder. They have colossal influence, and if Joe can convey something of the almost spiritual meaning the oceans have for him, he’ll make a world of difference. He’s appalled by the damage we’ve done already, and it says a lot that he’s able to maintain a spirit of optimism. Maybe he’s an idealist… but there have been many times in history when things looked very grim, but then light to reach us, and how that dazzled him. He goes on to describe his recent work with James Cameron, and how their investigations into the curious animals living at extreme conditions near deep-sea volcanic vents make it seem not so improbable that there is life in the oceans beneath the frozen surface of Jupiter’s moon, Europa.

Of course, life on other planets could be just a crazy fantasy. But we’ll never know unless we dream it. And dreaming, says MacInnis, is one of the essential leadership skills he learned from men such as Link and Cousteau. “There was this quality they shared, an ability to think forward, to imagine things as they might be,” he says. “I call it ‘visioneering,’ a 3-D mental map of where you are and where you want to go.” He thinks a lot about leadership these days, and talks to many groups about the qualities he thinks are essential – characteristics with names such as “guerilla vitality,” “silent courage,” “emotional intelligence,” and compassion. Good qualities in anyone. Good qualities that can make a leader if they are tethered to a dream.

At some point in our conversation I ask him casually where the deepest point in the ocean lies. “The Mariana Trench,” he answers instantly. “It’s south of Guam, and it’s 36,200 feet deep.”

“Any plans to visit it yourself?” I ask half-jokingly.

“Ask me that question,” he says with a dreamer’s smile, “two years from now.”

Gerald Hannon (BA 1966 St. Mike’s) is a freelance writer in Toronto.
You’d think Hollywood “It Girl” Lindsay Lohan had enrolled at U of T, given how much time she spent on campus last year. In the summer of 2003, the 17-year-old starlet was spotted at Convocation Hall while shooting scenes for the teen comedy *Mean Girls*.

A few months earlier, she’d been hanging out at the MacMillan Theatre, filming *Confessions of a Teenage Drama Queen* – at about the same time Julia Stiles arrived to shoot the romantic comedy *The Prince & Me*. University officials say they’ve lost count of how many movie stars have worked on campus over the past 30 years.
Lindsay Lohan and her Mean Girls co-stars shot several scenes at U of T in 2003.
Hosting a movie cast and crew can be highly intrusive. “It’s like having a benevolent auntie come to visit. You hope they don’t stay long”

The Perfect Stand-in

For a school with Ivy League looks, the University of Toronto gets cast in an awful lot of Hollywood schlock. Most movies shot on campus fall into three basic genres: crass comedies such as 1994’s PCU, low-budget horror movies such as Ivan Reitman’s 1973 zombie thriller Cannibal Girls or cult sci-fi films. Moviegoers might recall the “freshman dorms” mentioned by a winking Jon Favreau in PCU. The dormitory was, in reality, the Ontario Provincial Legislature, just steps from U of T’s St. George campus.

Others may remember the Ys on the walls of a New Haven university in the 2000 drama The Skulls. The school was modelled after Yale, but members of the secret society were actually lurking at University College, Knox College and Hart House.

And axe murderers don’t generally come to mind when one talks about the Joseph L. Rotman School of Management – unless one happens to be watching the 1998 slasher flick Urban Legend, which includes a cameo by Citytv newscaster Gord Martineau.

U of T has a long history with horror movies. A generation ago, Eugene Levy and Andrea Martin spent a night in a creepy diner in Cannibal Girls. Their car bears a U of T sticker, one of the few films shot on campus where the school is actually identified by name.

And UTSC’s retro-futuristic cement columns and arches have attracted a number of sci-fi movie shoots. A command centre for a martial-arts academy was built on campus for the 1995 thriller Expect No Mercy, with fight scenes taking place in cordoned-off classrooms and corridors.

Why don’t good movies with big budgets and larger-than-life stars come to U of T? Blame the lack of high-quality sound stages in Toronto. To shoot blockbusters, Hollywood heads to Vancouver and Montreal, where state-of-the-art studios already exist.

— E.Y.
ration days. Every production, from a low-budget TV series to a large studio feature, pays the same fixed rate. With most campus film or TV shoots rarely going beyond two days, the modest revenue is shared by the Office of Space Management and the college where the filming is done.

As is the case with any production, unexpected problems sometimes arise. William Chisholm, the manager of building services at Trinity College, recalls an August shoot for Paramount's Searching for Bobby Fischer (1993). One of the stars contracted chicken pox, delaying production for two weeks until filming clashed with the new school year—and a wedding reception that had been booked for the college patio. The mother of the bride wanted all visible scaffolding and lighting taken down for the reception. Paramount, eager to placate her, offered to underwrite part of the honeymoon and even have the film's cast, including Ben Kingsley and Joan Allen, mingle with reception guests. But to no avail. “They came to a financial arrangement,” says Chisholm.

Another time, an overnight shoot at UTSC for Expect No Mercy, a 1995 thriller about an elite assassination group, was to include a middle-of-the-night pyrotechnic explosion, complete with fire spewing out of the upper windows of a university building. Delays in preparation led instead to a dawn explosion, whose thud disturbed the morning prayer session of a Muslim community group, which was using a nearby area of the campus.

Film crews have their own logistical challenges in shooting on campus, as distinct from a studio where they fully control the environment. Directors scout possible locations anywhere from three to six months before actual production starts. In the interim, university construction or weather can play havoc with production schedules. Prudence Emery, the doyenne of Canadian movie publicists, has worked on two shoots at U of T that needed fake snow for key scenes. Back in 1974, she stood outside Hart House on the set of Black Christmas, a teen slasher movie about embattled Pi Kappa Sig girls in the college town of Bedford, Pennsylvania. Foam was used then to create snow, but with limited success. “The crocuses kept popping up through the foam,” Emery recalls. This past July, Wycliffe College stood in as Harvard for Disney's Ice Princess, in which a young girl pursues her dream of becoming a champion figure skater. Emery recalls umpteen bags of ice being hauled into the college courtyard to create snow. Predictably, the snow kept melting.

And during wintertime shoots, filmmakers often want snow removed entirely from the scene. Trinity College's Chisholm recalls producers in Los Angeles ringing him several months after an August shoot for a short-lived television series called Mr. Rhodes, asking permission to redo a couple of shots. Chisholm assured them the leaves were gone from the ground. But when the studio representative and a second unit crew arrived in early December, three inches of snow had fallen the previous night. The studio rep asked for the snow’s removal. “Do you have a lot of money?” Chisholm asked the rep. She did, and an army of groundskeepers were ushered in to shovel away the snow, and any semblance of winter.

Keeping students and the public from location shoots can also pose challenges. An example, Jennifer Lopez made Angel Eyes in 2000, soon after she’d become a star. During the filming of key scenes at Varsity Stadium, the cast discovered a nearby pub. Lopez wanted to join the party one night, but balked for fear she might be spotted and accosted by fans. Co-star James Caviezel convinced Lopez to get back into her police uniform, a customized blue Chicago Police Department shirt and grey jeans, and to pull her cap over her forehead to cover her hair and partially obscure her face. But midway through the cast’s pub-crawl, a buzz went round that “J.Lo” was in the house, and the campus police were called to help everyone beat a fast retreat out the kitchen exit.

Etan Vlessing is Canadian bureau chief for The Hollywood Reporter in Los Angeles.

---

**Are you, or is someone you know, actively involved with U of T and interested in shaping the future of the University? If so, consider nomination as Alumni Governor...**

The College will elect three alumni representatives for three-year terms beginning July 1, 2005. Nomination forms are available on the Governing Council web site or from:

The Secretary
College of Electors
Simcoe Hall, Room 106
University of Toronto
Toronto, Ontario
M5S 1A1
416-978-8794

Deadline for receipt of nominations is 4 p.m.,
Friday, February 25, 2005.

...for the University of Toronto’s Governing Council, the senior governing body that oversees the academic, business and student affairs of the University.

Qualifications:
- Alumnus(a) of the University of Toronto
- Canadian citizen
- Supportive of the U of T’s mission
- Active participant in University or community
- Willing to learn about the University’s governance
- Willing to make a substantial time commitment to the work of the Governing Council

Please visit the Governing Council Web site for further information at www.utoronto.ca/govcncl

The membership of the Governing Council should reflect the diversity of the University. Nominations are, therefore, encouraged from a wide variety of individuals.
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Insurance

*financial protection, security, cover, guarantee, warranty, provision

GIVE LIFE INSURANCE
Make it a policy to support higher education. Make the most of your assets. You benefit, your loved ones benefit and U of T benefits. Ask us how.

Sharon Crucefix and her daughter Lanna Crucefix (BA (Hons) 1997 UC)
Photography: Jayson Gallop

Gift Planning at the University of Toronto

Division of University Advancement J. Robert S. Prichard Alumni House 21 King’s College Circle Toronto, Ont. M5S 3J1
Tel: 416-978-3846 Toll-free: 1-800-463-6048 E-mail: gift.plan@utoronto.ca Web site: www.giving.utoronto.ca
A Researcher’s Rare Legacy

A young scientist’s exceptional achievements and his family’s generosity are reflected in a new Faculty of Medicine fellowship.

Eric Hani, a talented microbiologist who died in 2002 at age 36, helped create a valuable diagnostic tool while completing his PhD at U of T. Together with his friend and mentor, Dr. V.L. (Ricky) Chan, Hani (BA 1988 UC, MSc 1991, PhD 1997) cloned a gene central to the rapid detection of a major bacterial causative agent associated with Guillain-Barré syndrome, reactive arthritis and other conditions.

Chan described Hani, whose work has been published in several major international microbiology journals, as “among that rare, top five per cent of PhD and post-doctoral students” whose productivity and knowledge are now showing widespread benefit.

The first Eric Hani Fellowship will be awarded in 2005 to a graduate student undertaking research in microbiology. Hani’s parents, Rita and Kurt, and his sister, Cora Donely, designated Hani’s estate to his university, and the provincial government matched the contribution through the Ontario Student Opportunity Trust Fund, creating a $240,000 endowment.

Donely says Hani “kept in very close touch with the University of Toronto, a place [that was] very special to him. He received all his degrees there and was awarded several scholarships. Our family wished to reciprocate on his behalf, and a scholarship to remember him seemed just the right way.” – Lisa Boyes

Jewison’s Gesture

A gift established almost two decades ago by one of Canada’s best-known movie directors has supported more than 20 graduates of cinema studies in their work as researchers, teachers and filmmakers.

The Norman Jewison Fellowship in Film Studies has awarded a total of more than $100,000 to U of T students since Jewison – chair of the Annual Fund and chancellor of Victoria University – created it in 1985.

“Film has become the literature of this generation,” says Jewison (BA 1949 VIC, LLD 1985, DLitt Sac. Hon. 2001). “They can often reveal the very soul of a people. Like books, paintings and music, films are forever.”

The 2004 recipients of the Jewison fellowship are Christine Evans (BA 2004 TRIN), now pursuing graduate studies at the University of British Columbia, and Erika Balsom (BA 2004 VIC), now at the University of London. Both say having Norman Jewison’s name attached to an award gives the Innis College program prestige.

“The fellowship brings important recognition to cinema studies at U of T,” says Balsom. – Lisa Boyes
Sam Sniderman is a Toronto business legend known for his Sam the Record Man store – a mecca for music buffs since the 1930s.

Less well known is that Sniderman is also one of the leading benefactors of U of T’s Faculty of Music library, which boasts a large collection of musical scores, books, recordings and DVDs.

Over the course of more than four decades, Sniderman has given the library thousands of recordings – mostly classical – on vinyl and CD. Recently, he established a $50,000 endowment to support the expansion of the Sniderman Music Archives, named in honour of his son Stephen, who died in a boating accident in 1959.

“Sam’s lifelong involvement in the music industry has led to a fierce commitment to the study and preservation of music,” says Faculty of Music dean Gage Averill. “This endowment, along with his previous gifts, will provide unprecedented resources for generations of musicians and scholars.”

Sniderman is tickled that his family name will continue to be part of the faculty. “I was born and raised in Toronto and I feel I owe this to the country,” he says. “I’m getting old and I want to make sure the library keeps going. When I die I don’t know whether I’ll be going up or down, but I’ll be looking at the faculty to keep an eye on what’s happening.”

– F. Michah Rynor

Celebrating McLuhan

A U of T professor and a longtime benefactor of the university have created a new graduate scholarship in honour of one of U of T’s truly “great minds.”

Derrick de Kerckhove, director of the McLuhan Program in Culture and Technology, and Michael Paine of Belmont, Mass., have contributed $25,000 each to create the McLuhan-de Kerckhove-Paine Ontario Graduate Scholarship in the Faculty of Information Studies.

The university matched the contributions, and the province of Ontario will double-match the income, to yield a $15,000 annual award for a student pursuing a master’s or PhD in information studies.

Marshall McLuhan taught English at St. Michael’s College for more than 30 years, and devised the theory that the way we receive information is crucial to how we perceive and interpret it; hence “the medium is the message.” A resurgence of interest in his work began in the mid-1990s, with the rise of the Internet and other digital technologies.

“We’ve gone through the end of print and are into the ascendency of the computer,” says Paine. “McLuhan explained that form itself was a result of print and that as we move to the new medium, we will have to reinvent form.” He hopes the new scholarship will give more students the opportunity to consider McLuhan’s provocative ideas.

– Cameron Taylor
The Varsity Blues football team is raising funds to defray the costs of program enhancements, such as recruiting and training camps, by asking Toronto businesses and community leaders to “adopt” players for $300 each. The Adopt-a-Blue program, expected to raise $20,000 this year, was instituted in 2002 by head coach Steve Howlett. The program requires each player to obtain either one $300 sponsorship or two $150 sponsorships.

Under Howlett’s direction, players such as Varsity Blues defensive back Damion Waite wasted no time organizing their “adoptions.” Waite contacted Andy Filipiuk (BPHE 1985), a Blues football player himself in the 1980s. “It’s for a good cause, so I had no problem asking,” says Waite, who plans to attend the Faculty of Education after he graduates this spring. He says the program is a great way for former players to stay involved with the Blues, and he plans to participate himself one day. “I’d love to [support the team] when I graduate.”

Filipiuk, now a broker with National Bank Financial, is eager to see young athletes enjoy a sport that meant so much to him. “If you work hard on a team, you can be successful; it’s great preparation for life after university,” he says.

Filipiuk applauds the sales skills fostered by the Adopt-a-Blue initiative, too. “Life is sales, so it’s a good life experience,” he says.

Howlett agrees wholeheartedly. “It’s a great opportunity for the players to connect with community members and sell them on what the program stands for,” he says. “We espouse the value of service, and we want the athletes to be very conscious of both the university and greater Toronto communities.”

– Elaine Smith

Business students will be better equipped to make sound management decisions thanks to the establishment of a $3-million chair in Canadian business history – the first in the country – at the Joseph L. Rotman School of Management. “Today’s business leaders must be able to place the business problems they face within a historical and societal context so they can anticipate future changes in the marketplace,” says Roger Martin, dean of the Rotman School. “This gift will enable our students to understand the world they will face as future business leaders.”

The chair will fund research that explores the evolution of commerce in Canada and examines the legal, economic and political events that have shaped it. Joseph Martin, executive-in-residence at the Rotman School, has also developed an MBA course in Canadian business history that will be offered next year. An international search is currently underway for a scholar to hold the chair.

The L.R. Wilson/R.J. Currie Chair in Canadian Business History was funded by several prominent business leaders, including Lynton (Red) Wilson, chairman of the board for both CAE Inc. and Nortel Networks, and Richard Currie, chairman of BCE. The chair was also funded by Anthony Fell, chairman of RBC Capital Markets and University Health Network board of trustees; James Fleck, professor emeritus of business government relations at the Rotman School and president of Fleck Management Services; Henry N.R. (Hal) Jackman, former chancellor of U of T; and John McArthur, dean emeritus of Harvard University’s Graduate School of Business Administration.

– Sue Toye
Great Gifts

A Second Chance

A single mother of two who enrolled at U of T with the help of the Transitional Year Programme (TYP) has created a bursary to encourage others who didn’t finish school to give it another try.

The Rosemarie McGuire “You Can Do It” TYP Education Award will provide emergency financial assistance to TYP students. McGuire’s gift has been matched by the Ontario Student Opportunity Trust Fund and triple-matched by the William Waters Challenge Fund, for a total endowed contribution of $80,000. McGuire, who graduated from U of T in 2004 with a BA in employment relations, has also changed her will to include TYP as a beneficiary.

“I can’t say enough good things about my experience at U of T and particularly with the Transitional Year Programme,” says McGuire, who now runs her own human resources firm. “It really changed my life, and I feel very privileged to be in a position to give something back to the place that did so much for me.”

TYP is a full-year program for individuals who, due to difficult family or economic circumstances or other issues, did not finish high school or do not have the formal requirements to enter university. Students who successfully complete TYP are eligible to enter the first year of a post-secondary arts program.

– Laura Rosen Cohen

Going Up…

After three years of ups and downs, careful planning and $1.5 million in gifts, the Hart House elevator is finally in operation, serving the five floors of the 85-year-old building.

Now all visitors, including those with mobility difficulties, are able to dine at the Gallery Grill or view the building’s many artistic works. The gleaming bronze elevator also connects the theatre lobby with the rest of Hart House. Guests no longer have to exit the theatre and re-enter Hart House to get to other parts of the building.

“The elevator means a facility such as Hart House, which is a cultural, athletic, academic and religious home to many, now has one more word under its belt – accessible,” says Rini Ghosh, president and CEO of the Students’ Administrative Council (SAC).

The project was funded by the Department of Canadian Heritage, the SAC Wheelchair Access Fund, the students of U of T (through a levy), the Office of the President, the Office of the Provost, the Audrey S. Hellyer Fund and others.

“Hart House has a wonderful history and it’s such an important part of the university,” says Mauricette Howlett, Ontario’s director of programs for the Department of Canadian Heritage. “This elevator is not only for people who are disabled, but also for all people with limited mobility such as parents with strollers, and the elderly. Making our institutions accessible and available to all Canadians is a driving force behind many of Canadian Heritage’s funding programs.”

The elevator also makes a strong statement about welcoming students with disabilities, says Julia Munk, founder of Students for Barrier-Free Access at U of T. “Hart House has always been a hub of student life,” says Munk. “The elevator allows all students to feel a part of what is the largest student centre on campus.”

– Karen Kelly

“‘I can’t say enough good things about my experience at U of T. It really changed my life, and I feel very privileged to be in a position to give something back to the place that did so much for me’”
Requiem for the Brave

We don’t know if they were acquainted when they were students at University College. But we know they were together at the moment they died, far from hope and home.

On Sept. 15, alumni veterans from the Soldiers’ Tower Committee and members of 2 Intelligence Company of the Canadian Forces honoured John Kenneth Macalister (BA 1937) and Frank Pickersgill (MA 1939) with a brief ceremony at Soldiers’ Tower. The service marked 60 years since their executions in the Buchenwald concentration camp by the German Gestapo.

Pickersgill and Macalister had enlisted with army intelligence in the Second World War. Macalister had turned down a lectureship in law at U of T to sign up. Pickersgill, trapped by the war while bicycling around Europe and imprisoned in a labour camp with other enemy aliens, had already escaped the Nazis once. (In an adventure that sounds more like a Boys’ Life magazine story, he sawed through his

continued on page 54
EMBER SWIFT

Ember Swift (BA 1998 VIC) doesn’t mind that many people haven’t heard of her, even though she has produced eight CDs on her independent record label and toured internationally. Her politically charged folk-jazz-funk band has a loyal – and growing – fan base, and the celebrity that can come with signing a corporate record deal holds no appeal for her. “The industry prioritizes the economics over the art,” she says. “My music is a combination of art and activism, so the message has to come from a pure place.” On her latest release, *Disarming*, Swift muses on such weighty issues as the environment, American foreign policy and the corporate music business. Yet lyrics that could easily be preachy are more often playful. Even her song descriptions on the CD jacket are cleverly stylized, moving from “potable prog-folk public service announcement” to “conscientious, carnivalesque French cabaret.”

Growing up in Burlington and Woodstock, Ont., Swift sang, played piano, guitar and percussion, and began composing at age nine. In high school she began writing songs promoting environmentalism and social activism. A degree in East Asian Studies at U of T further shaped her world view. “It gave me some ways of thinking that are a bit outside the Western paradigm,” she says. While she can’t measure the direct impact of her music, Swift feels optimistic every time she plays a song with a social or political message. “If nothing else, I hope to contribute to the pool of awareness, which hopefully will yield more action, which hopefully will yield more change. You never know what the ripples will be.”

---

Alumni Notes

Stranger Music
Two U of T alumni push musical boundaries

continued from page 53

cell bars, using a blade smuggled to him in a loaf of bread, then journeyed alone across Occupied France to freedom.)

Both men became attached to the British Special Operations Executive (SOE), and, nearly a year before D-Day, volunteered to parachute together into Occupied France to work with the French Resistance. Supporting the Resistance, which conducted espionage and sabotage operations, proved extremely dangerous: of the first 10 Canadians who parachuted into France for the SOE prior to D-Day, seven (including Pickersgill and Macalister) would never return.

Captured in a random traffic stop, both men were tortured to persuade them to collaborate and lure other agents to their deaths by providing “safe” locations for meetings and paradrops. They refused, and Pickersgill nearly managed to escape again, disabling one guard with a bottle, rushing others and throwing himself out of a second-storey window onto a Paris street, where he was shot and recaptured. Their endings were particularly cruel: the Nazis did not let Allied “spies” die easily.

While soldiers stood in silent vigil, ceremony participants read excerpts from the never-performed 1995 verse-drama *Macalister*, by the late University College principal Douglas LePan (BA 1935, DLitt 1990, DLitt Sac. Hon. 1997). LePan, a veteran and award-winning poet, had known Macalister as a student, and was chiefly responsible for the creation of the Pickersgill-Macalister garden on the west side of Soldiers’ Tower.

Together the poem, the garden and a plaque form a shrine to the two heroic U of T graduates. “I’m convinced that as far as this war is concerned, there are certain jobs I could do better than anybody but about a handful of people,” wrote Pickersgill in an explanation about volunteering for near-certain death. “That such jobs would be dangerous is just one more thing in their favour.” Macalister’s explanation was briefer: offered a choice between military intelligence work and a post teaching law at U of T, he responded to the faculty with only, “Sorry. Many thanks. Macalister.”

— Bruce Rolston
When you hear that a woman from the Toronto suburbs with an Anglo name is an internationally acclaimed Turkish folk singer, an obvious question springs up. “I’ve been asked how this happened a million times,” says Brenna MacCrimmon (BA 2003 Innis).

The short answer is happenstance, stemming from a trip to a library in Burlington, Ont., during her late teens. “I came across these Turkish albums, and I was really intrigued,” she says. She’d dabbled in piano and violin, but her only knowledge of global music came from her mother, a ballet teacher with a taste for Russian choruses. Yet the unfamiliar rhythms and intonations on the albums immediately resonated with MacCrimmon. “There was just an emotional communication.”

While taking an ethnomusicology class at U of T in the early 1980s, MacCrimmon sought out local Turkish musicians and was inspired to learn a folk instrument called the baglama. She then began playing and singing in a Turkish community band. “I went from being a passive listener to an active performer,” she says.

During a five-year stint in Istanbul, she immersed herself in the Turkish culture, and sang regional folk music at festivals and special events. Since then she has performed internationally and produced two CDs, including Karsilama, which was nominated for a Juno Award in 1998.

MacCrimmon recently settled back in Toronto to work on a repertoire that she’ll perform across Canada with collaborator Ismail Hakki, a Montreal-based Turkish musician. She is also pursuing a master's degree in archival studies at U of T. “Preserving music is really important to me, because it was discovering a recording in a library that sent me on this whole journey.”

The University of Toronto Alumni Association has elected its 2004-2005 roster of officers. Brian Burchell (BSc 1987 UTSC), president of Burchell Publishing Company and manager of CIUT Radio, will serve as president for the second consecutive year. President-elect Michael Deck (MBA 1990), a director at PricewaterhouseCoopers, will assume the president’s duties in the event of his absence. Paul Cadario (BASc 1973), a senior manager at the World Bank, was elected vice-president, governance and chair of the College of Electors. Toronto lawyer Daina Groskaufmanis (BA 1990 TRIN) will serve as treasurer and Carl Mitchell (BSc 1984 St. Mike’s), former president and chief operating officer of V3 Semiconductor, as secretary. Barbara Thompson (BA 1966 VIC, LLB 1972), an officer, is founder of the executive search firm the Thompson Elliot Group and past president of the UTAA.

Stories by Megan Easton
ALUMNI RECEPTION
Feb. 9. Alumni and Friends Reception. Dr. Aled Edwards, professor of medical research at U ofT and chief executive of the Structural Genomics Consortium, speaks on genetic science and biotechnology. University of Toronto at Mississauga. 6:30-8:30 p.m. For more information, contact Lorraine Gillis at (416) 978-2368 or lorraine.gillis@utoronto.ca

LECTURES
School of Continuing Studies
Jan. 14. If Pigs Had Wings. Toronto Mayor David Miller shares his vision for the city and allows his imagination to run free. Host: Andy Barrie of CBC Radio One. 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Space limited; first come, first seated. 158 St. George St. $20. (416) 978-2400, www.learn.utoronto.ca

CONCERTS
Faculty of Music

March 4, 5, 11 and 12. Opera – Handel: Semele. Jeanne Lamon and Stephen Ralls, musical directors; Tom Diamond, stage director. Handel’s Semele is part of the 2005 Metamorphosis Festival, a city-wide celebration of transformation and the arts. 7:30 p.m. Tickets $26; seniors and students $16.

MacMillan Theatre. Tickets can be purchased at the Faculty of Music box office, 80 Queen’s Park, or by calling (416) 978-3744. For more concert listings, visit www.music.utoronto.ca

UTM

EXHIBITIONS
University of Toronto Art Centre
Feb. 22 to April 16. Protau Picasso: Drawings and Prints from the National Gallery of Canada. An exhibition of more than 80 of Picasso’s works spanning nearly 50 years. 15 King’s College Circle. Tuesdays to Fridays, 12-5 p.m., Saturday 12-4 p.m. To purchase tickets, visit www.utoronto.ca/artcentre

The Justina M. Barnicke Gallery, Hart House
Jan. 3 to 27. Refigured. Works from the Hart House permanent collection highlight alternate treatments of the figure in Canadian art.

Feb. 3 to March 3. Cruising the Margins. Artist Tom Benner explores, through his sculptural installation of handcrafted cars, the appropriation of First Nations names as a marketing tool for new vehicles.

Hart House Theatre tradition since 1936. 7:30 p.m. Tickets $12; seniors and students $10.

Feb. 3-12. Godspell conceived by John-Michael Tebelak, music by Stephen Schwartz. Loosely based on the Gospels of St. Matthew, Godspell remains one of the biggest Broadway successes of all time. 8 p.m. Tickets $15; seniors and students $12.

March 3-5. Wasps by Sally Clark is a play about the elements of our constructed tribal identities, including fashion, fetishism and a fearful fascination with the Other. 8 p.m. Tickets $15; seniors and students $12.

7 Hart House Circle. (416) 978-8849, www.hart housetheatre.ca

UTM
Jan. 20-22 and 25-29. Unity (1918) by Kevin Kerr. Winner of the Governor General’s Award for Drama. In a prairie hamlet at the end of the Great War, four women await the return of their soldiers. Some don’t come back, and the ones that do bring with them the terrifying Spanish Flu epidemic.


Theatre Erindale, 3359 Mississauga Rd. N. Friday and Saturday 8 p.m., Tuesday to Thursday 7:30 p.m., Saturday matinee 2 p.m. Tickets $12; seniors and students $8. (905) 569-4369, www.utm.utoronto.ca/academic/theatre

UTSC
March 9-12. The annual faculty-directed drama production presents 4:48 (f)lesh directed by Trisha Lamie. This interdisciplinary work, inspired by the writings of British playwright Sarah Kane and other artists, explores the concept of identity, using “fictional” and “factual” autobiographical fragments created by the actors. Leigha Lee Browne Theatre, I 265 Military Trail. Tickets $10; students and seniors $8. (416) 287-7076, www.utsc.utoronto.ca/~cultural
Could you manage with more learning?

A certificate from the University of Toronto School of Continuing Studies could make the difference in your career. Our certificate programs are designed to sharpen your skills, provide qualifications and help you move ahead. Enrolment is open to all adults 18 and older. If you’re open to learning, we’re open to you.

Register now for certificate programs starting in January 2005 by visiting learn.utoronto.ca or calling 416-978-2400.

Open up.

University of Toronto
SCHOOL of CONTINUING STUDIES

Open to learning. Open to you.
Lewis Carroll and the Doublet

By Marcel Danesi

Lewis Carroll, the nom de plume of Charles Lutwidge Dodgson, is best known as the author of Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland and Through the Looking-Glass. But he was an eminent mathematical theorist, too. His most famous treatises, A Syllabus of Plane Algebraical Geometry and Euclid and His Modern Rivals, continue to be quoted in mathematical circles to this day. Carroll also devised ingenious puzzles and created the first true puzzle storybooks. His collections Pillow Problems and A Tangled Tale feature puzzles connected through a narrative framework.

One of Carroll’s most famous puzzle inventions is the doublet. The challenge is to transform one word into another by changing only one letter at a time and forming a genuine new word (i.e. not a doublet: changing only one letter at a time and forming only one new word). Carroll clearly found language fascinating. He frequently invented words to show that English, as varied as it is, does not have terms for everything. In one of his most famous poems, Jabberwocky, he used bridlig, slithy and wabe to mean, respectively, “the time of broiling dinner at the close of the afternoon,” “smooth and active” and “side of a hill.”

Many other writers since Carroll have found captivating ways to play with language. An association called Oulipo – an acronym for “Ouvroir de littérature potentielle,” or “workshop of potential literature” – was established in Paris in 1960 by a small group of writers and mathematicians. One of the founders, Raymond Queneau, published a book of poetry titled 100 Trillion Sonnets, consisting of 10 sonnets, one on each of 10 pages. The pages are cut so that each line in every sonnet can be turned separately. The format of the book allows 100 trillion combinations of lines and thus 100 trillion different sonnets.

Another example of an Oulipian work is Georges Perec’s 300-page novel La disparition. None of the words in the novel contain the letter e. Christian Bök is a Canadian devotee of the Oulipian school. His book, Eunoia, contains five chapters corresponding to the five vowels. The first chapter uses no other vowel than a, the second only e, the third only i, etc.

No doubt Carroll would have been intrigued by the possibilities.

Send your comments to Professor Marcel Danesi at marcel.danesi@utoronto.ca, or c/o University of Toronto Magazine, 21 King’s College Circle, Toronto, M5S 3J3 or uoft.magazine@utoronto.ca
Another Alumni Success Story

Overcoming a Life-Altering Condition With Critical Illness Insurance

Knowing the reasons for having critical illness insurance, and how it differs from life or disability insurance, can help you make important decisions that could affect your financial security. To illustrate, let’s look at what happened to Kelly and Patrick.*

Kelly and Patrick’s story:
Kelly, a 43-year-old University graduate, is a career woman with two children. She and her husband, Patrick (also a University grad), had been paying down the mortgage, saving for their children’s university educations, and investing in order to retire before the age of 60. Then everything changed. Kelly says:

“I woke up one morning with a splitting headache. I thought maybe I was experiencing a migraine, though I had never had one before. After a little while, I started to feel numb on my left side. Patrick insisted on taking me to the hospital, and that’s where I got the bad news.”

Kelly was diagnosed as having had a stroke. Worse, her numbness progressed in a matter of hours, eventually leaving her paralyzed on her left side, and with little hope of ever regaining sensation or control.

“I was devastated. It seemed that everything we had been working for would be gone. We needed money for my therapy, money for a wheelchair and alterations to the house, money to pay for childcare and housekeeping. And here I was, no longer able to work, or even get around on my own. How would we ever put the kids through university and afford to retire?”

But, fortunately, Kelly and Patrick’s plans for their financial security included joining the Alumni Critical Illness Plan. It wasn’t long after the 30-day waiting period that Kelly received a cheque for the full amount of her $100,000 coverage.

“Suddenly, a weight was lifted. With the $100,000 benefit to spend as I wanted, we were able to set up our home and car so that I could get around by myself again – as well as cover the expense of my physiotherapy and medications. With the money left over, we paid down part of our mortgage. I’m back to working part-time now, in a consulting role, and we think that we’ll actually be able to retire sooner than we had originally planned!”

And with the help of Best Doctors® recovery management services (included in her coverage at no additional charge), Kelly is currently pursuing a promising line of treatment developed by one of the world’s top specialists in strokes, in the hope of someday overcoming her paralysis.

Kelly and Patrick’s experience is not uncommon, but it demonstrates the importance of including critical illness insurance in your financial planning.

Filling the gap left by your life and disability insurance!
Simply put, critical illness insurance offers you a lump-sum cash benefit, to spend any way you wish, in the event of life-threatening cancer, heart attack, stroke, kidney failure, coronary arterial bypass or major organ transplant.

According to the Canadian Cancer Society, an estimated 145,500 new cases of cancer will occur in Canada in 2004, and 77,200 are expected to survive. The Heart and Stroke Foundation of Canada estimates that one in four Canadians has some form of heart disease, or disease of the blood vessels, or is at risk for stroke.

With every passing year, it becomes increasingly likely that you too will undergo a serious operation or contract a life-altering illness sometime during your life. The good news is that with today’s advances in medical science, your chances of survival are greater than ever. But how well will your finances survive? The same condition that can threaten your life can also weigh you down with financial burdens that put your lifestyle and your security in jeopardy.

Like it did for Kelly and Patrick, the money you get from a critical illness benefit can provide you with the financial resources you need to recover fully from your condition, without financial worries or lifestyle compromises.

The Alumni Critical Illness Plan is underwritten by The Manufacturers Life Insurance Company (Manulife Financial). This plan offers special members’ rates on benefits from $25,000 to $250,000 in the event of life-threatening cancer, heart attack, stroke, kidney failure, coronary arterial bypass or major organ transplant.

To learn more about the Alumni Critical Illness Plan, call toll-free 1 888 913-6333 Monday through Friday from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. ET, or e-mail am_service@manulife.com any time, and request a brochure and a mail-in application that you can complete in the privacy of your own home or visit www.manulife.com/affinityuoft.

* Kelly and Patrick are a fictional couple created to illustrate the value of the plan.
A SINGING VACATION IN VENICE!
April 2 - 16, 2005. Join us, in our 12th year, for two weeks of the ultimate choral/travel experience. Every morning, in a Venetian chapel, sing church-music selections from the last thousand years, from Gregorian chant to gospel. Total land cost including ensuite room, breakfast, side trips, music and taxes: $3,575 (single), $3,175 (pp/double). For brochure/information, contact Tim Elia at Oxford Churchmusic, 209 Howard Park Ave., Toronto, M6R 1V9, (416) 766-6136 or oxfordchurchmusic@rogers.com Web site: www.oxfordchurchmusic.ca

CREATIVE HOLIDAY
Artists/painters (all levels), writers, photographers, and their partners. Join an international award-winning artist in the inspirational Herault region of France. June 2005. Contact (519) 885-3840 or podiarts@sgci.com Web site: www.podiarts.on.ca

DONALD GRANT CREIGHTON
Brock University historian is writing a biography of Professor Donald Creighton, Victoria College alumnus and U of T history professor. If you were a student or a colleague of Professor Creighton’s and you would like to share your memories of him, please contact Donald Wright at dwright@brocku.ca; 905-688-5550, ext. 4231; Department of History, Brock University, St. Catharines, ON, L2S 3A1.

EDUCATION
Teaching of Foreign Language Certificate, English or Spanish. Job placements and teaching practicum available in Canada and abroad. Also, SPANISH CLASSES. Communicative method. Learn the language while having fun! Taking registrations now. St. George Campus. For more information or to register, call (416) 428-9000. Web site: www.canadamexico.com


LIFE/WORK COACH
Encouragement and support provided for successful, timely completion of grad-student theses and major projects. Contact Reg Lang, Ed.D., at (905) 727-4177. Web site: www.reglang.ca

OFFICE SPACE RENTAL
Are you looking for an Office or a Canadian Satellite/Branch Office close to Toronto International Airport? Can be set up by phone or e-mail for as low as $80/month. We offer a business address plan, phone answering service in your company name, furnished private offices, boardroom facilities with state-of-the-art boardroom equipment, day office rental, fax number, high-speed internet, secretarial service and a full business centre. Contact (905) 454-7902 or info@bbes.ca Web site: www.bbes.ca

PERSONALS
Erudite and eligible. Join the select group at Science Connection. Phone 1-800-667-5179. Web site: www.sciconnect.com

FREE Hamilton-Area Singles Club. Age range: 20s to 40s. For more information, contact (905) 531-9619 or cmecu2005@yahoo.ca

PRESENTATION SPECIALIST
U of T alumna will provide quality PowerPoint presentations, reports and graphic support to large and small businesses. Contact Heather Shaw, Folio Design Company, at (416) 691-9581 or hjshaw@sympatico.ca
**TAX CONSULTANT**

Tax Questions Answered. Canadian CA will answer your tax questions, via e-mail, at reasonable rates. Visit www.jamesjonesca.ca or e-mail accounts@jamesjonesca.ca

**VACATION RENTALS**

Need time in the sun? Rent a house near Disney World for less than $108 US/night. Visit www.MaisonDuSoleil.ca or e-mail info@MaisonDuSoleil.ca

**Paris.** Charming, newly renovated, fully furnished studio apartment at Gobelins, available weekly or longer. Full bath, cooking. Suits couple or two singles. Non-smokers. $830/week. E-mail louiseb@netvigator.com

**VOLUNTEER**

The Adult Disabled Downhill Ski Club of Toronto is looking for enthusiastic skiing volunteers for our Saturday program, starting January 2005. Lift tickets/transportation are provided. Skiing is at a private club. Please contact Fred at (416) 445-6160.

---
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**Why ADVERTISE IN THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO MAGAZINE?**

**REACH CANADA’S BEST AND BRIGHTEST MINDS**

• 220,000 Canadian professionals and decision-makers
• Plus 12,000 U.S. and 8,000 international readers
• Additional 14,000 elite donors, corporations and political figures only accessible by advertising in U of T Magazine

**COST-EFFICIENT TARGET MARKETING**

• Median household income: $125,900*
• Male: 48%. Female: 52%*
• Median Age: 47*
• Extremely high proportion of Managers, Professionals and Owners*
• Database mining by field of study

**AWARD-WINNING EDITORIAL**

• 15 awards in 2002 from Canadian and U.S. alumni publications competitions
• Plus 2 National Magazine Awards nominations

**READER LOYALTY**

• 88% of recipients have read 3 or 4 of the last 4 issues*

*Totum Research Readership Survey, December 2001

For more information and rates for display and classified advertising, please contact:

SUSAN WRAY

ADVERTISING & PRODUCTION MANAGER

Phone: (416) 978-0838  Fax: (416) 978-3958  E-mail: susan.wray@utoronto.ca
Looking Back

BY F. MICHAH RYNOR

Looking at this portico, which stands in the ultra-modern Bahen Centre for Information Technology, words such as shadow and whisper come to mind. The doorway, after all, leads to memories: it once fronted a three-storey dwelling of classical Georgian architecture that stood at 42 St. George St. Built in 1920 for businessman Mandel Granatstein, it was designed with a retractable roof so that he and his family could mark the Sukkot harvest holiday, during which observant Jews sleep outside. Acquired by the university in 1947, the building held a number of identities, and was last home to the Joint Program in Transportation. It was demolished to make room for the Bahen Centre in 1999, but its portico – sheltered in the centre’s front lobby – now provides a permanent entryway to the past.
Hart House Theatre Campaign

Your support will help provide students with formative learning experiences in the performing arts. Students learn by doing—acting, producing, directing, and working backstage, all alongside seasoned theatre professionals and trained mentors.

“IT’S A THEATRE. IT SMELLS. IT HEARS. IT SINGS. IT’S A THEATRE WITH ARMS THAT EMBRACE YOU. COMFORT YOU. PUSH YOU. APPLAUD YOU. IT GIVES BIRTH TO PEOPLE WHO MAKE THEATRE. IT NURTURES THEM. IT GUIDES THEM. IT SETS THEM FREE AND THEY WEAR THE MANTLE OF THAT THEATRE FOR THE REST OF THEIR LIVES”

DONALD SUTHERLAND
HONORARY CAMPAIGN CO-CHAIR

“NO ONE DOES IT ALONE – YOU NEED TO BE TAUGHT AND ENCOURAGED AND NUDGED AND CORRECTED AND CHALLENGED AND THEN MAYBE SOMETHING REMARKABLE CAN HAPPEN. BECOMING GOOD AT SOMETHING IS A LONG, SLOW PROCESS AND IT ALL BEGINS WITH AN INTEREST AND A LITTLE SPARK OF ENCOURAGEMENT. I GOT THAT SPARK BACKSTAGE AT HART HOUSE THEATRE.”

LORNE MICHAELS
HONORARY CAMPAIGN CO-CHAIR

Since its creation in 1919, Hart House Theatre has been a home to creative expression in all its dimensions. The lasting imprint of now famous actors, directors, writers, producers, comedians, playwrights, authors and community leaders imbues the Theatre with a tangible aura of greatness. From box office to dressing rooms it resonates with the energy, the anticipation, the passion and the applause of the generations who have gone before and the yet unrealized dreams of those yet to come.

Co-Chairs
Lorne Michaels
Donald Sutherland

Patrons
Norman Jewison
Chair
Arthur Hiller
Bill Harris
Bob Rae
Horace Krever
Mavor Moore
Ted Kotcheff
Hal Jackman
Atom Egoyan
Lloyd Bochner

HART HOUSE
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
7 Hart House Circle, Toronto M5S 3H3 • 416.946.0465 • www.harthouse.utoronto.ca
Paying too much for investment advice?

Clearsight Wealth Management brings University of Toronto alumni preferred pricing, so you pay less for investing.

FREE BOOK for U of T’s alumni

Be one of the first 500 alumni to visit clearsight.ca/uoft and sign up for our free investment newsletter, The ViewPoint, and you’ll receive one of the following books designed for established investors*:

Portfolio Doctor
New Investment Frontier II
Money 201

Visit clearsight.ca/uoft
Call 1-877-464-6104